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The part-time job for any adolescent is usually more than an experience 
which provides job information and money. These jobs are entrances into 
the world of work wherein the adolescent gains many new and diffel~nt 
experiences while developing his work habits. 
Iu the work world youth mingles with adults and watches the competition 
of men and women for livelihood and status. As his work experiences grow 
wider and his observations more acute, he can come to recognize the quiet 
delights of adult achievement, the striving, the apathy, and at times the 
jealousy and despair of defeated persons. 
Job contacts often provide the first close association with persons of 
different social classes, races and religions. The status of the part-
time worker is no longer that of the school pupil standing on relative 
equality in a similar class, but, rather, that of the lowest status worker 
who is the first to be laid off or the easiest to replace. 
The part-time job may also be considered as playing a big part in the 
social weaning process. The young worker is advancing toward a maturity 
needed in the attaining of a permanent job later in life. This maturity 
may be defined in terms of cultural expectations presented to the child by 
the family and other social institutions. The normal processes of social-
ization convert the cultural expectations into active wishes within the 
_individual. 
2. 
Children and youth have always worked and doubtless have always learned 
something from their work experience. In the past such emphasis was placed 
on the work and little on the learning. As compulsory school attendance laws 
were enacted by several states and as the upper limits for required attendance 
were increased. it was deemed to enact legislation which would make it pos-
sible for youths to work part-time and to go to school part-time. Wisconsin 
in 1911, Ohio in 1913. and Pennsylvania in 1915 passed laws which provided 
for a system of part-time work and continuation high sChools. As the program 
developed in these states, supervisors employed by the school districts co-
operated with employers of youth on the job. Other states followed this 
example and by 1922 half the states had roughly comparable legislation. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to trace the historical development of 
the student-worker role in our contemporary American society. At the same 
time notice will be taken of any studies that have been done in this area 
dealing with the effects of the part-time job on the student worker. These 
studies will be incorporated into the general chronological sequence of the 
historical development of the problem. 
Impetus was given to the idea of the school-work program by the pasBase 
of the George Deen Act in 1936. This legislation provided Federal funds for 
a program in the schools which provided credit toward graduation through 
attendance at classes and also through acceptable performance of duties at a 
part-time job. 1 
lArnold E. Joyal and William G. Carr, "work Experience Programs in American 
High Schools," Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciencest 
(November, 1944), l16-117:-- -----
During the depression several Federal agencies set up special programs 
designed to provide youth with education and work experience, while also 
paying them tor the work. These agencies were known as The Works Progress 
Administration, the Givilian Conservation Corps, and the National Youth 
Adm1n1stration.2 
In 1938 the Fair Labor Standards Act, also known as the Wage-Hour Law, 
was passed. Its basic principles were patterned on those of the first 
child labor law. This new Act virtually eliminated the employment of child-
ren in factories, mines, mills, and canneries that shipped goods across 
state lines. It also set up age requirements for certain jobs. 
In 1939 the American Youth Commission was established. In this move the 
American Council of Education gave a splendid opportunity to a tew Amerioan 
business. industrial, and labor leaders to take a stand for an enlightened 
policy toward youth. A oooperative plan was inaugurated for bridging the 
gap between school and work.3 
Despite these efforts it should be noted that trom 1900-1940 the pro-
portion of teen-age persons in the labor force dropped by about one-tourth, 
which was due in part to the adoption and enforcement of child labor laws 
and compulsory school attendance laws. 
2 ItWhat Shall We Do With the NYA in the High Schools?" School Review, 
XXXXVII (November, 1939), 655-662. The NYA was to give financial aid to 
needy high school students. They permitted students who were 16 years old 
to earn $6.00 a month. The entire supervision and direction of their job 
was in the hands of school authorities. This program prevented many of the 
stUdents from leaving school. 
3Harl R. Douglas, "Youth. School, Work and Community," School!!!!! Society. 
L (July 15, 1939), 65-71. 
By 1941 a school work program had come to be approved by the Urban high 
schools of the country. The country was moving toward general adoption ot 
work experiences as an integral part of the high school education ot many 
youth. Then came Pearl Harbor and the picture was modified in many respects. 
There were two principal results ot the war - one was negative and the other 
positive. The negative result was the curtailment or elimination of some 
successful programs ot work experience and the wholesale reduction of enroll-
4 
ments in the high schools. The positive aspect was the impetus which war 
gave to youth to buckle down and take life seriously--to raise gardens. col-
lect salvage. and take over essential work in school. at hOlle, in the COllllun-
ity, and in the labor force. 
Many educators lamented the social problems connected with the demand 
for younger workers in the war-effort. The sehO(lls noted baa result.:: in 
school work, health. and emotions of working students. But many educators 
did not want to agree to a short~ned school program with a delaJ in gradu-
ation. As a result there were failures and drop-outs in school. Many ot the 
parents tavored the job and felt the school should make some academic adjust-
ments. 
4 Joyal, p. 113. For a generation prior to 1941, high school enrollments 
had been increasing in a spectacular tashion. By 1940-41 an all-time high 
ot 7.244,000 students in high school had been reached. But atter December 
1941 the trend was reversed. In the first year of the war the sh?inkage was 
300,000. Another 300,000 left in 1942-43, followed by still another 400,000 
in 1943-44. As of June 1944, high school enrollments were back to their 
1934 level. 
.". 
A study made by the Children's Bureau in Baltimore high schools 'in 
December 1942 revealed that more than half of the students 16 years of age 
and over, and one-fourth of those under 16, had jobs outside of school hours. 
One-fifth of those under 14 reported that they had jobs. Many boys and 
girls were working excessively long hours on Saturdays and Sundays and also 
on school days.5 
By 1943 this problem had grown because of the need of workers to fill 
the place of the men in the armed services and to help keep the production 
lines going. School authorities encouraged their abler pupils to make their 
contribution to the war effort by filling business and industrial positions 
during the holidays and in their summer vacation. 
In 1944 a summer campaign was started urging students to return to their 
classes. This campaign met with success in many communities, but in numerous 
instances, many students returned to school on a part-time basis or retained 
part-time jobs. Because of the critical labor shortage many SChools adjusted 
their curriculums to a school day from 8:00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. allowing time 
for a job in the afternoon. Both industry and education set up a statement 
6 
entitled IIPolicies for Part-Time Employment of School Youth". 
5Harriet E. Lee, "Part-Time Jobs," School ~ Societl, LIX (January 
22, 1944), 59-60. 
6"Part-Time Employment of Youth," School Review, LII (December 1944), 
584-586. This statement recommended that the school week should not con-
sist of more than 48 hours and that the combined work and school day should 
not equal more than 9 hours for students 16-17 years old. These standards 
were set forth by the: War Manpower Commission; United States Office of 
Education and the Children's Bureau of the United States Department of Labor. 
The July 1944 issue of the Monthly Labor Review published the results 
of a survey on "The Effects of Part-Time Work on the standing of High School 
Students."? This article summarized the findings of brief investigations 
that had been made on high school student-workers in New York City, Peoria, 
Illinois and East Orange, New Jersey. 
!!!:! ~ City; Among the 774 pupils who were part-time workers, absence 
increased only slightly but scholastic standing was adversely effected. The 
conclusions in this city were that the effects of a part-time job probably 
depended on how good a student WaS to begin with and whether his employment 
was limited to a reasonable number of hourse 
Peoria, Illinois: Among the three high schools and two junior high 
schools in Peoria, 3O-4? per cent of the boys were working and from 14-30 
per cent of the girls. The greater number were employed less than thirty 
hours per week. Peoria school authorities noted that withdrawals were 1 per 
cent above the 1937-38 level. The teachers complained that students were 
too sleepy to absorb anything in class and some were unable to keep up with 
their school work. 
!'!!! Oraye, !!! Jersey: One out of every four students had a part-
time job. Poorer students were advised not to work. The greatest number of 
part-time students were in College-Preparatory courses. The conclusion of the 
findings here were that students who were potentially able to do good work in 
school were actually doing so in spite of a part-time job. 
7Effects of Part-Time Work on the Standing of High School Students", 
!onthlz ~ Review, LIX (July, 1944), 134. 
However, the New Jersey law which restricted to eight hours the combined work 
and school day for students under 16 years may have accounted for this. 
The trend to part-time jobs for students seemed to gain momentum aa World 
War II drew to a close. The Monthly ~ Review reported in November 1945 
that in nine up-state cities in New York approximately 40 per cent of high 
school students under 18 years were gainfully employed while still in school. 
They had taken all kinds of jobs, frequently "with more zeal than judgment, 
more ambition than aptitude, and with too little consideration of the amount 
of time that should be spent on their education_"B 
Another development of this phenomenon of the student-worker was noted 
in "Teen-Age Taxpayers," published in a 1945 issue of !!!!. magazine. It re-
ported on a survey conducted by the associate principal of the Senior High 
School in fmporia, Kansas. This survey revealed that 10 per cent of the 
pupils in the high school earned enough money (~500) on their part-time jobs 
to make them file federal income tax returns. 9 
In 1949 the Census Bureau reported that there had been a rise in the num-
ber of high school pupils and college students who still held jobs while study 
ing. The number of high school pupils engaged in some form of occupation rose 
from 4 per cent in 1940 to 19 per cent in 1949. The increase in college stud-
ents holding part-time jobs rose from 16 per cent in 1940 to 23 per cent in 
1949.10 
8 
"Student Workers in New York State," Monthly Labor Review, LXI (November, 
1945), 996-997. 
9"T (4 ) 10 een-Age Taxpayers," T!!!!!.. XXXXV March 5, 19 5 , 75. 
Virginia O'Neil, "Rehabilit~ting Youth Workers," School !E.!! Society, LXIII 
(March 16, 1946) 181-183. 
Educational journals of the country carried many articles throughout the 
War years and afterwards analyzing the effects of the part-time job. Most' 
were negative and a few were positive. A sample of each is listed in the 
11 footnotes. 
iUeanor H. Bernert in speaking of the "student labor forces" I10ted that 
one out of every eight students of high school age was working after school 
hours in 1950 as compared with one out of every twenty-five in 1940. The in-
crease in student workers during the decade from 1940-1950 occurred at the 
time when high school enrollment was declining as a result of the low birth 
12 
rate in the depression years. 
Early in 1950 the Surve: 2! Current Business reported that about one 
million more boys and girls, aged 14-17 years, were employed and enrolled in 
school at the beginning of the school year than at the time of the 1940 cen-
sus.
13 
Post-war student employment reached a peak in 1950 and 1951 for this was 
the period when the impact of the Korean War resulted in a general accelera-
tion of economic activity. 
lI"scholarships on Part-Time Jobs," School and Society, LXX (August 13, 
1949) 105-107; Maybel M. Riedinger, "High-School Teachers' Service to the 
employed Pupil," School Review, LVII (February, 1949), 83-88. 
12 Eleanor H. Bernert, "Student Labor Force," America's Children New York, 
1958), 60-61. 
l3"Youth Employment, If Survey 2! Current Business, XXX (February t 1950) 
82-83 
The December 1951 issue of Financial Security Topics for Teachers tells 
of a survey of the senior class of the Bloomfield, New Jersey senior high 
school by the principal, Harry M. Rice. Of the 154 students from whom quest-
ionnaire data were received, only one boy and five girls reported that they 
had not had any job during the summer vacation. Investigation of the employ-
ment of high-school students in Bloomfield and elsewhere revealed that these 
youngsters were not making good use of the money earned. Tbeir money was ex-
pended mostly as the individual pleased going largely for: dates, school ex-
penses, clothes, lunches, and cars. Savings were a minor item in the money 
programs, although an occasional student reported that he had put away money 
for college or some other specific project.14 
By 1952 part-time employment for teen-age boys and girls after school 
and on Saturdays was at the highest point it had ever reached in the United 
States. Federal census estimatea showed that at least one-third of all young 
people between 1~-17 years had some income of their own. It was estimated 
that the average income of this group was S200 per year. In September 1952 
the Secretary of Labor issued a "National Policy on the liJDployment of School-
Age Youth." The policy was directed to employers, placement workers, schools, 
parents, unions, Government, and community groups.15 
14 
"School Survey", School Review, LX (June, 1959), 198-199. 
11:; 
...... "A National Policy on Youth Employment," Monthly Labor Review, LXXV 
(September, 1952), 229. Part-time and vac3tion jobs shou~ arranged to pro-
yide constructive experience and, at the same time, allow time and ener~ for 
education, recreation, and personal development. A part-time job should not 
take more than four hours daily at the most. Part-time work limit should take 
lAto consideration the age, strength, and obligation of the young worker as 
Vell as legal child-labor standards, school hours and duration of the job. 
-
By the beginning of the 1953 school year, when the labor market tighten-
ed considerably, the total number of working students was less than in 1950 
despite a rise in school-age population. The labor force participation rate 
of students had fallen to 18 per cent from a post-war peak of 24 per cent. But 
estimates prepared by the United States Department of Labor Bureau of Labor 
Standards were that school enrollments of youth 14-17 years of age increased 
by almost 450,000 between 1953-1955. The rise in population of youth of that 
age was about 400,000 during those two years, and most of the gain in school 
enrollment was among 16-17 year olds. Consequently, the gain in school employ-
ment of youth 14-17 years old increased from 23 per cent to 26 per cent and 
this increase was among school-enrolled youth working part-time jobs outside 
16 
of school bourSe 
In 1956 ~. News and World Report examined the problem of delinquency 
and part-time jobs in the light of supposedly outmoded child-labor laws. The 
complaint rising in many places throughout the nation was that Federal and 
state laws now made it bard for teen-agers to qualify for jobs. A direct con-
sequence, according to officials who had studied the problem, was that many 
~ouths who otherwise would go to work now drifted into delinquency and crime.l ? 
Subsequent issues of national magazines did not note whether changes 
were made in the federal laws regarding employment of youth. Instead, they 
turned their attention to new problems confronting the schools in Am::rican 
SoCiety. Some of these problems were: 
16 1lII" "Children in a Changing World, If White House Conference .2!! Children 
~ louth: 1960. 
17 liN "Child Labor vs. Delinquency,1t U.S. ~ !!!!! World Report, XXXXI 
~Ovember 23,1956).138-142 --
11. 
1. The inadequacy of the American school system which was being 
blamed for preventing the United States from not being the first 
country to put a Sputnik into space. 
2. The newest plans of the school superintendants to meet the de-
ficiencies in their school systems. 
3. The rise of violence in American schools-predominantly in the 
schools in poorer areas. 
4. The problem of integration in American schools-with glaring 
headlines of violence and bigotry found predominantly in the South. 
Despite the great problems besetting the American school system, the 
student body Carried on its usual routine and one of the routines tor a num-
ber ot them was a part-time job atter school and on Saturdays. 
The Monthly ~ Review presented the picture of student-worker develop-
ment trom 1950-1960 thus: "The employment ot students 14-24 years old rose 
much taster during the last ten years than total civilian employment. The 
number of young students working full or part-time jumped 35 per cent from 
October 1950-October 1960. And there was a relatively greater increase for 
18 
women students. 1t 
This article noted that a tifth of the students of high school age were 
in the labor force in October, 1960. Of their respective groups 26 per cent 
were ot the boys and 17 per cent ot the girls were working. These ratios are 
relatively low primarily because employment opportunities for youth are limit-
18 Carl Rosenfeld, "The Employment of Students,lf Monthly ~ Review 
LXxxIv (October, 1960), 706-714 
ed b~ child labor laws which prohibit or restrict their employment., This 
upsurge in employment of students reflected the substantial gain in school 
enrollment since 1950 rather than in the proportion of students working out-
side school hours. 
Figure 1 depicts the amount of students in the labor force through the 
years 1948-1961, as was presented in the Monthll Labor Review for June 1962. 
As can be seen in this Figure, the amount of working students gained momentum 
in these years after World War II and reached its peak in 1959 and 1960. In 
1961 the number begins to decrease and research has noted that within the last 
couple of years more and more articles have been appearing lamenting the tact 
that part-time and full-time employment for youth i8 going to be less and les8 
available. 
Magazine articles and industrial sociology books give about the same 
reasons for this as those given by Paul B. Landis in his book Adolescence 
~~: 
1. The long-time tendency in American life to shift from an agricul-
tural to an industrial economy, which has placed an increased em-
phasis on invention, technology, and mass production. 
2. The purposeful exclusion of youth from the labor market by social 
legislation and the increase in age of compulsory education which 
in most states has risen from 14-16 years. 
3. The growth of labor unions who control the entry into occupations 
according to the number of jobs available and the emphasis in em-
ployment on seniority rights. 
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man power with machine power in the interests of economy, safety, a'nd general 
efficiency.19 
It is because of these major forces and others which are closely related 
to the whole complex of urban-industrial civilization that many youth have 
now reached the point in life where they are ready for work, but cannot find 
jobs. 
This trend was seen in the November 1961 issue of the Annals of the 
...... -----
American Acade~y ~ Political ~ Social Science which was devoted to a 
series of articles on "Teen-Age Culture". In the opening article Jessie 
Bernard noted, "So long as we can afford to support a large leisure class 
of youngsters, teen-age culture in some form or other will continue. This 
culture is beginning earlier and usually ends with or shortly after high 
20 
school graduation." Teen-age culture is essentially the culture of a 
leisure class. It is possible because our society can afford a large leisure 
class of youngsters not in the labor force. but yet consumers on a vast scale, 
or, if in the labor force, free to spend their earnings on themselves. 
H. Dirk Dansereau gives the follOwing reasons for teen-agers seeking 
part-time jobs: 
1. To establish economic independence 
2. To achieve emotional independence from adults 
19paul H. Landis, Adolescence, (New York, 1947). 
20 Jessie Bernard, '''feen-Age Culture," Annals .2! ~ American Acade!y .2! 
Political and Social SCience, (November, 1961). 1-12. 
----............. - --=- .... -----.... 
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To develop proper sex roles and new relations with peers 
To achieve socially responsible behavior 
21 To prepare for a full-time occupation later on. 
To youth these values are so substantial that they are sought not only 
by the financially impoverished but even by teens whose families can well 
take care of their financial needs. But the youngster who wants work ex-
perience often finds that work is basically one aspect of the adult world 
not open to teens. The net effect of all the factors that mitigate against 
the teen-ager finding work is to extend the status of childhood far into 
adolescence. The marginality of the teen-ager therefore continues and the 
concomitant anomie is conducive to his pursuit of norms other than those of 
the adult work world. The value system vacuum may be filled by peer group 
standards and their correlative behavior patterns. 
Nor does the problem seem to be lessening. A recent issue of .!:!,.§.. !!!.!! 
~ ~ Report in an interview with Labor Secretary Willard Wirtz noted 
that in 1963 abouL 200,000 to 300,000 young people were in school and looking 
for part-time work and could not find it. Secretary Wirtz gave the following 
reasons for the increasing scarcity of part-time jobs: 
1. The rising number of young people who will be 16 years old 
2. Automatlon is reducing the number of unskilled job opportunities 
3. High school drop outs increase the number of those seeking jobs 
21 Dirk H. Dansereau, "Work and the Teen-Ager," Annals of the American 
Academy E! Political ~ Social Science, (November, 1961), 44-52. 
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The solutions being advanced by the Department of Labor deal primarily 
with the problem of drop-outs and not with part-time job holders. 22 In his 
interview the Secretary of Labor encouraged all young people to get a high 
school diploma and to prepare themselves for future opportunities in skill-
ed jobs, service occupations, and in the professions. The Federal Government 
has proposed the Youth Employment Act which would set up a Home Town Youth 
Corps program and Youth Conservation camps somewhat similar to the Civilian 
Conservation Corps. 
There seem to be no empirical studies reported within the last few years 
on the effect of a part-time job. One of the most comprehensive sociological 
studies on young people was that published shortly atter World War II en-
titled Elmtown's Youth and describes certain significant relationships found 
to exist between the social behavior of adolescents and social stratification 
in a Middle Western Community immediately before the effects of World War II 
were apparent in that 10cality.23 
Chapter II, "Jobs and Ideas of Jobs," contains information pertinent to 
this thesis. Hollingshead found in his study that to grow up and get a job 
was one of the strongest folkways in the adolescent culture, because jobs 
meant money. The number of students working and the type of work done was 
compared along the five social class levels that had been established within 
the community by its members. 
22 Willard Wirtz, "Why Young People Face a Shortage of Jobs," U.S. News 
~ Worl~ Report, XXXXVIII (April, 1963), 145-147. - - ----
23August B. Hollingshead, Elmtown's Youth (New York. 1949>, pp. 267-287. 
It was found that the percentage of students gainfully occupied part 
of the time was not significantly different in the three lower classes. The 
work pattern of the Class IIts however, was different from that of the other 
classes. Percentage wise the number of working students in each class was: 
Class I, 0 per cent; Class II, 16 per cent; Class III, 61 per cent; Class IV, 
57 per cent and Class V, 61 per cent. 
The researchers found that part-time and full-time job opportunities in 
Elmtown were closely associated with the soeial class of the applicant. Young 
people in Class I were not permitted to hold part-time jobs. As a rule, Class 
II adolescents did not hold part-time jobs, but if they did, the ~ork had to 
be dignified, that is, physically clean, and apart from such socially contam-
inating odors as hamburgers and onions. Work was an essential element in the 
Class III group; therefore, little stigma was attached to adolescents working 
part-time. The parents urged them to do so, and many of the jobs these boys 
and girls obtained were procured for them by their parents. The great majority 
of Class IV teen-agers took what jobs they could get. Their parents tried to 
help them procure jobs, but in many cases the parental influence was negligible 
The Class V youngster was not helped by his family in the procurement of jobs. 
Be got what he could after the higher class children had taken the desirable 
jobs. 
The net result of this system, in which family influence counted so heav-
ily was the assignment of the school jobs, such as office and clerical work to 
the Class II's and Class Ill's and respectable jobs to the Class IV's. The 
Class V's got the bad jobs, such as helping in the junk yards and hauling gar-
bage and ashes. 
Several recent studies dealing with the American high school and American 
youth have omitted consideration of the student as a part-time worker in their 
24 
volumes. Marriage ~ ramill Living in its November 1961 issue considered 
"Maternal Jiinployment and Adolescent Roles". In a comparison of certain func-
tiona of employed and non-employed mother, it was tound that a high proportion 
of daughters of the employed mothers worked tor pay during the school year 
or during the summer. They also worked more hours per week than did daughters 
of the unemployed mothers. The author attributed these facts to the example 
set by the mother being employed and also to the breaking of the traditional 
family role of the woman's place as being considered to be within the home.25 
In summary it might be said that most periodical literature dealing with 
the pnenomena of the student-worker reflects the economic trend of the time 
in which it is written. Before World War II, part-time work was cpnsidered 
a learning experience and many articles urged that credit be given by the 
schools for good performance at a part-time job. During and after World War 
lIt when man-power became scarce, many teens were urged to get a part-time 
job. This practice grew so widespread that educators lamented the fact that 
work was a productive-monetary experience that impeded in many cases the 
student's application to his education. Since 1960 with the widespread intro-
duction of automation in many areas, unskilled jobs are harder to get and many 
Wayne C. Gordon, The Social System of the ~ School (Glencoe, 1957); 
James s. Coleman. ~ Molescent Societ:, (N;;-York, 1966) i Robert J. Havighurst 
Paul H. Bowman, Gordon P. Liddle, Charles V. Pierre, Growi~ .!:!l! !!! River Cit:, 
~ew York. 1962). 
25Ray Prodipto, "Maternal l!lnployment, and Adolescent Roles," Marriage 
~ ramill Livi~, (November, 1961), 340-349. 
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young people who would like a part-time job find that they cannot find one. 
The Department of Labor is more interested in helping the unemployed adults 
and the high school drop-outs than in seeking to create jobs for students. 
Although this is understandable, it still presents society with a large 
group of adolescents growing up in a culture with such time for leisure. 
It is within the framework of this history that the present study was 
conceived. Although the national trend seems to be a slight decrease in 
the number of working-students in the country, urban high school seem to 
have an increase in the number of students holding part-time jobs during 
their last years of high school. Some research has indicated the effects 
of a part-time job on the academic achievement of working students. It is 
the purpose of this thesis to ascertain through empirical research the 
effects of a part-time job, not only on the school life of a student, but 
also the family and social life of the adolescent. To date the writer has 
been unable to uncover any study similar to the one being undertaken in 
this thesis. 
Many high school students gain their initial work experience in baby-
sitting away from home and in summer jobs, particularly between their junior 
and senior year of high school and at the completion of high school during 
the summer before they be~n their college careers and in the summers while 
in college. 
In this context the initial work period can be a maturing and enriching 
experience for the student. But what happens when the summer job extends 
into the school year and the adolescent is forced to divide his time among 
an increasing number of primary social groups in his life? It is the pur-
pose of this thesis to examine this particul~r situation. To do this, a 
20. 
written questionnaire was given to a selected group of middle-class Catholic 
high school senior girls to determine if there were any significant difference 
in the functioning of social roles between girls who worked during their 
senior year in high school and girls who did not work. The questionnaire 
dealt with the functioning of the girl's social roles in their family, their 
school, and their peer groups. The thesis will endeavor to test the follow-
ing hypotheses: 
1. High school senior girls who hold part-time jobs during the 
school year are not able to fulfill satisfactorily their role 
function in the family group, school group, and peer group of 
which they are members. 
2. Those senior girls who are working more hours per week will 
experience greater difficulty in fulfilling their role function 
in their family, school, and social group than those seniors 
working less hours per week. 
3. Senior girls who are not working during the school year should 
evince more active role involvement in their family group, school 
group and peer group. 
It is becoming increasingly common to find middle-class girls, who are 
seniors in high school, devoting many hours in the week to a part-time job. 
It would seem that the hours devoted to fulfilling the role of a part-time 
worker would shorten the time spent in the primary groups of family, school, 
and peers and thus affect the girl's role function within these groups. Hence 
the following corollaries will be explored in analyzing the thesis question-
naire: 
1. Since the student-worker is often not with her family for meals, 
socialization, or to help with household tasks, she assumes the 
role of boarder rather than that of daughter. With more economic 
independence, she expects less authoritative directives from her 
parents. 
2. The ~tudent-worker will find that the demands of her part-time 
job will hamper her motivation for academic achievem~r.~. 
3. Increased time spent on a part-time job c~~ foster slip-shod 
homework habits; copying; and limited time for scientific and 
library research. 
4. A part-time job also limits the amount of time a senior can give 
to extra-curricular activities with a lessening of allegiance to 
and interest in her school. 
5. Association with girl friends will be limited because of the time 
demanded by the job thus limiting the socj.al experiences common to 
association with girls of her age. 
6. Because of lack of time for social life, it is possible that the 
student-worker will pursue a pattern of steady-dating. Whereas 
the senior not working will have more opportunity for social mix-
ing among girls and boys and not be limited to one boy and the 
pressure of steady dating. 
7. It is possible that association with older persons at work and 
a wider range of contacts and experiences will introduce the work-
ing student to certain social patterns like smoking and drinking 
sooner and oftener than those pursued by the non-working senior. 
The purpose of this thesis then, is not to follow the adolescent into 
her work world--there to observe how well she displays and develops her 
work habits; broadens her acquaintance with and understanding of many dif-
ferent types of people; and develops certain cultural expectations into 
active wishes within herself toward maturity. Rather. the purpose of the 
thesis is to meet the student-worker as she leaves her world of work and 
to return with her as she re-enters her family group, her school group. and 
her peer group. Within these environments the thesis will try to determine 
how much influence--positive or negative--the experiences and demands of the 
work role exert on the proper functioning of her other primary roles. 
We will consider these hypotheses and corollaries in the framework of 
role theory and also give consideration to definition and methodoloS1 in the 
following chapters. 
CHAPTER II 
OPERATIONALI2ED CONCEPTS OF ROLE 
In order to explain the use of the concept of role in the present thesis, 
it is essential to examine uses of it by other social scientists. 
Status and role have been popular concepts in the behavioral sciences. 
Many social scientists have developed different definitions of these terms 
because they were defining them for use in their own particular science. 
Social science textbooks, periodical literature, and professional works re-
flect this variety of definitions. Frequently, too. students of the social 
sciences have used status and role as the central concepts for their analysis 
of the structure and function of social systems, as well as for the study of 
individual behavior. This variety presents many problems to one seeking a 
theoretical framework for an empirical study. 
Within recent years, notable authors have attempted to bring order out 
of chaos by categorizing the many definitions of role. One of the most com-
prehensive works to date was that done by Neiman and Hughes in 1950.1 These 
authors surveyed all the literature published between 1900-1950 containing 
definitions or concepts of status and role. Then they divided the definitions 
1 Lionel J. Neiman and James W. Hughes, "Problems of the Concept of Role-
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into several large categories with smaller sub-groups. A comprehensive pic-
ture of their division of definitions as used by certain authors can be seen 
in figure 2. 
This original figure is to help clarify the distribution of the defini-
tions of roles and the authors using different definitions as grouped in the 
survey by Neiman and Hughes, since each group will be briefly treated in the 
thesis. 
The earliest use of the term role seems to have been that employed by 
certain psychologists at the turn of this century. These emphasized the 
concept of uself" as the main element in the development of the personality 
in the interaction process. In this way, the original theoretical frame-
work centered around four fundamental ideas developed by this group of 
social psychologists. Possibly the earliest statement of this formulation 
is found in the writings of William James in which he states, "A man's social 
self is the recognition which he gets from his mates. Properly speaking, a 
man has as many social selves as there are individuals who recognize him and 
carry an image of him in their minds.,,2 
Years later. George H. Mead utilized William James' idea of the social 
self as the product of the mental images of a person conceived by other mem-
bers of his group. To this he added James Baldwin's idea of the dialogue of 
self with others; and John Dewey's emphasis on language as the basic element 
in the process of social interaction. Mead added a fourth idea of his own 
"taking the role of the other" to complete the fundamental theoretical frame-
2 William James, fsychol06Y (New York, 1892), pp. 179-181. 
work within which ms.ny subsequent studies of social roles have dev.eloped. 
Thus, it is in psychology that the term is first developed in the sense that 
through the assumption of specific roles the social self is developed. 
A second grouping of roles, as seen by Neiman and Hughes, includes those 
dealing with definitions of role in terms of the dynamics of personality de-
velopment. In this conceptual framework, basically psychological, the self 
or the personality is equated with the sum and organization of all the roles 
one plays in all the groups to which one belongs. In this sense then, role 
is the b~sic factor in the socialization process. The writings of Robert E. 
Park, E.W. Burgess, Leonard S. Cottrell, Lowell J. Carr, Bingham nai, Kings-
ley DaVis, and Norman Cameron, reflect this concept of role. 
An associated grouping (third category) includes those authors who have 
looked upon role as a cultural pattern in the socialization process, but 
these are even less specific and well defined. Neiman quotes Robert L. 
Sutherland, Julian L. Woodward, Ralph Linton, Florian Znaniecki and Talcott 
Parsons as exemplifying this approach, although not so definitely. 
Neiman and Hughes set up their fourth category of role definitions as 
those which use role as a functional definition in terms of society as a 
whole. In this sense, role is looked upon as a social norm, a rule of be-
havior or at least an expectation of behavior required by society. Society 
expects a certain behavior because of age, sex, occupation. These social 
norms are defined by the culture over the years. Mirra Komarosky, Norman 
Cameron, Ruth Benedict, Margaret Mead, and Samuel Stouffer use the term role 
iu this way. In the social norm definitions of role there is an implicit 
rather than explicit status association. 
In the fifth category, another group of writers - among whom are £1ls-
worth Faris, Harry Stack Sullivan, ~dward B. Reuter, Clifford Kirkpatrick 
and Theodore Caplow--use the term role as a synonymn for behavior. Their 
writings }~ve added little to the concept because of a lack of definiteness 
in the context of the term role. 
The last main group of role definitions (sixth) as given by Neiman and 
Hughes is also functional, but this time in terms of specific groups. Hero. 
role is regarded as the dynamic aspect of status. The use of the concept 
role in association with the concept status is one of the most concise and 
most frequently used in the literature. Authors who use this status-role 
continuity include: Ralph Linton. 1verett Hughes, Kimball Young, E.T. Miller 
Florian Znaniecki. Robert K. Merton, and Gardner Murphy. Occasionally, there 
is some apparent confusion among some authors who use the two terms, status 
and role, interchangeably or synonymously_ 
Ralph Linton, in his classic work, ~ Study 2!~. is the recognized 
originator of this specific approach to role and uses a status-role contin-
uity as follows: "A role represents the dynamic aspect of a status. The 
individual is socially assigned to a status and occupies it with relation 
to other statuses. When he puts the rights and duties which constitute the 
status into effect he is performing a role. Role and status are quite in-
separable, and the distinction between them is only of academic intereRt. 
There are no roles without statuses or statuses without ro1es.,,3 
3Ralph Linton, !P~ Study 2! ~ (New York, 1936), p. 114. 
Neiman and Hughes conclude their categorizations of the many defini-
tions of status and role (category seven) noting its use in the literal. 
dictionary sense which refers to the taking of a role in a specific situation 
as one of the members of a group. This concept has been successfully develop-
ed by Moreno in the field of sociometry. One phase of sociometry includes 
the sociodrama in which a person assumes a role in a specifically construct-
ad social situation for the purpose of being trained for an occupational 
status or for gaining therapeutic insight into his behavior. This last de-
finition of role differs from the others in its leas generalized and less 
abstract nature. Joseph L. Moreno, William Coleman, and George Lawlor pre-
sent this aspect in their writings. 
After such a detailed categorization of the many definitions of the con-
cept role one might ask, HAre there any elements of similarity in the cate-
gorizations of concepts and definitions of role?" Neiman and Hughes noted 
the following: 
1. In all the definitions and usages of the concept there is in-
volved either an individual definition of a specific situation 
or an individual acceptance of a group's definition of a speci-
fic situation. 
2. Role behavior, no matter how it is defined, or even when not de-
fined, involves the assumption of a process of symbolic inter-
action or communication as a prerequisite, which leads then to 
a further generalization; namely, that man is the only role-
playing animal and that this is4the characteristic which distin-guishes man from other animals. 
Baving briefly surveyed the field of "role definitions" and seen how 
they can be categorized in a number of ways, the next focus in the theoreti-
4 Neiman and Hughes, p. 147. 
cal framework will be on "role theory". Moat authors treat with the datin-
itions and usages of the concept, but very few with the theory. In 1954 
Gardner Lindzey published a Handbook 2! Social PsycholoSl in which Theodore 
Barbin has a most comprehensive treatment of the theory of role.5 
Sarbin traces the origin of role theory back to the early psychologists 
James M. Baldwin, G. Stanley Hall, William James, and John Dewey who placed 
the selt on an empirical footing. Not long atterwards George H. Cooley and 
George H. Mead further developed the notion of the self and Mead began his 
analysis of the role-taking process. But, with a few notable exceptions, the 
concept of the selt disappeared from psychology until its revival by Allport 
in 1937. 
The concept of role, until recently, was no more than an armchair ab-
straction and made little impression on American psychological thought. But 
since 1940, under the intluence of the sociometrists and group-dynamics work-
ers, and as an outgrowth of inter-disciplinary work with sociologists, role 
has been accepted 8S a concept with research possibilities. 
Barbin views role theory as an interaction formulation. The person, as 
the broad sociological unit of interaction, is retained, but a somewhat finer 
unit, the role, is added. Thus role theory embraces reciprocal action be-
tween persons, but these actions are organized into roles. If this were the 
only addition, this would be no more than an extension of traditional sociolo-
gical theory. But a second kind of interaction is added, the interaction of 
role and self. This addition marks role theory as a social-psychological form-
5Theodore Sarbin, as cited in Handbook 2! Social PSlchology (Cambridge, 
1956), pp. 225-256. 
ulation. 
In expounding his theory of role, Barbin considers the interaction of 
role and position, and various aspects of this interaction. Some of these 
are: role expectations, role perception, role enactment, and the use of the 
conception of the self as an intervening variable. The self is what the per-
son "is" and the role is what the person "does". When interested in the self, 
we regard the person as an organization of qualities. When we study roles, 
we regard the person as an organization of ~. 
Throughout the exposition on role theory, empirical studies are cited 
which give initial credence to predictions arising from the theory of the 
self-role interaction scheme of human conduct. The number of empirical in-
vestigations cited shows that since 1948 social psychologists in increasing 
numbers have employed self, role, and interaction as key ideas in their 
writings and studies. 
A last aspect in the theoretical framework is the "Postulate of Role 
Consensus", which WaS treated comprehensively by Gross, Mason and McEachern 
in preparation for their empirical study of school superintendents in Massa-
6 
chusetts. It was their opinion that involved in many, but not all, formu-
lations of the role concept in the social science literature is the assump-
tion that consensus exists on the expectations applied to the incumbents of 
particular social positions. They examined this postulate in the field of 
cultural anthropology, social psychology, and sociology, and showed that 
there really was no consensus and gave examples to prove their statements. 
6 Neal Gross, Ward S. Mason and Alexander W. McFachern, Explorations !a 
B2!! Analysis (New York, 1958). pp. 37-67_ 
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It is well summarized in the concluding section of the chapter: 
In attempting to place the problem of role consensus in its social 
science setting, we observe that the postulate of consensus is still 
enmeshed in the analysis of many students of social behavior. 
Since their analysis assumes consensus on role definitions among 
members of a. group or society they have ignored its possible signifi-
cance as a variable for social science inquiry. But we also observed 
however, that during the past decade there has been an increasing ten-
dency to consider role consensus as an important variable for the study 
of individual role behavior, the functioning of social systems, and cul-
tural organization. 
That the members of a social system, whether a dyad or a total 
society, must agree among themselves to some extent on values or expec-
tations is a matter of definition. The point we have been trying to 
underscore is that the degree of consensus on expectations associated 
with positions is an empirical variable, whose t~oretical possibilities 
until recently have remained relatively untapped. 
The authors note that in sociology a number of questions deserve system-
atic investigation. For example, what are the determinants of high and low 
consensus on role definition in social systems? What impact does differen-
tial consensus have on the functioning of social systems, on group equilib-
rium, on group effectiveness? The preceding is a very small sample of 
questions that are open to investigation once the postUlate of consensus is 
dropped. Theoretically grounded empirical inquiries are needed to determine 
how much agreement there is on the expectations for the behavior of position 
incumbents. 
In summary, then, it can be said that the concept of role is at present 
still rather vague, nebulous, and non-definitive in a way acceptable to all. 
Frequently, in the social science literature, the concept is used without any 
attempt on the part of the writer to define or delimit the term. 
7 Ibid., p. 42. 
The assumption is that both the writer and the reader will achieve an immedi-
ate compatible consensus. 
In spite of the confusion and lack of consensus, the concept role is 
still an integral part of social science vocabularly, particularly in sociol-
ogy. The eTidence here is that the term is appearing in every introductory 
sociology text and is being used as a key concept. 
The basic theoretical framework of this thesis will define the term "role' 
in the same sense that Neiman and Hughes used it in their sixth categorization 
of definitions, namely. "as functional in terms of specific groups". Here 
role is regarded as the dynamic aspect of status. The thesis will note how 
the subject has the ascribed status of daughter in the family group and the 
ascribed status of student in the school group and friend in the peer group_ 
When the subject is putting the rights and duties which constitute the status 
into practice, she is performing her role. When she does not, she is neglect-
ing her role function in that particular group. Holding age, race, social 
class, and academic standing constant and part-time job as a variable, the 
subject's role function will be analyzed in certain primary groups. 
Role theory will remain within the sociological field and show inter-
action patterns between persons. It will not embrace an additional kind of 
interaction, that of role and self as stUdies in social psychology. 
The postulate of role consensus will not be used in this thesis. instead 
role consensus will be used as a variable in the study of the individual's 
role behavior. Of course, there will be some agreement among the members of 
a social group on certain expectations for incumbents of social positions, 
but that amount of agreement can and will be treated as an empirical variable 
as observed in particular role functions. 
The thesis will analyze certain focal positions the subject will hold 
in relation to counter social pos~tions. In the family this will be a re-
lational position of daughter to ber parents. In the school group it will 
be as a student in relation to the faculty, other students, and student 
organizations. In the peer group it will be as a teen in relation to other 
girls and boys in her social group-
The situational position of the subject will be that of an American, 
middle-class. Catholic high schoo~ girl from the South side ot Chicago in 
comparison with similar girls in ber own senior class. This network ot 
positions will be analyzed with respect to how the incumbents of the posi-
tions claim to act in certain situations--not how they should act. 
When a person acts in a certain way, she does so because of the ex-
pectations she has tor a certain position or expectations that others have 
for her in that position. A certain set of expectations for any particular 
role are called role sectors and may be either rights or duties as tar as 
the role performer is concerned, The role sectors selected for this thesis 
were not mentioned specifically in any question. but could be derived from 
the behavior patterns revealed in the answers. 
So, besides considering the eftects of the part-time job on role tunc-
tion. the thesis will also attempt to analyze a set of actual behaviors 
which can be referred to a set of expectations for behavior applied to the 
relationship of a focal position to a single counter position. A summary 
""""'-.- '~>l'{" . __ 
TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF EXPECTATIONS AND RELATIONSHIPS TO BE STUDIE.D 
-
Expectations of Questions 
Focal Position Relational Position Those Measuring 
(Role) (Role) in Focal Position Expectations 
Daughter Parents Obedience 21-22-23-24-
25 
Daughter Family Responsibility 26-27-28-29 
Daughter Family Cohesiveness 30-31-32-33-
34-35-36-37 
Daughter Family Security 38-39-40 
Student Faculty Academic Achieve-
ment 41-42-43-44-
46-47 
Student Faculty Teacher-pupil 
Relationship 48-49 
Student Organizations Extra-curricular 
partiCipation 50-51-52 
Student Family Future plans 53-54 
Adolescent Girl friends Out of school 56-57-58-59 
activity 60 





The problem of consensus presents itself, when in focusing on a par-
ticular expectation an investigator attempts to describe what the "norm" 
is for any specified group of role definers. To describe what the "norm" 
is under these conditions, the thesis will utilize the percentage as a 
measure of comparison. This is possible because the answers to the behavior 
items in the questionnaire were arranged along a continuum ranging from com-
plete participation to no participation. 
Some of the fields in which role analysis has previously been attempt-
ed will be touched on in this study. These will include the family, the 
school, and the peer group in the light of certain expectations that hinge 
on cultural norms and social status within the context of small group dyna-
mics. 
The methods employed, too, will be a combination of those used by social 
researchers in their studies. Some limited participant observation was pos-
sible in the author's classes and contacts with individual students. The 
detailed questionnaire study revealed the subjects' behavior in the light of 
expectations in certain situations in the social groups of family, school, 
and friends. 
The next chapter will consider formulation of the questionnaire and 
characteristics of the sample. 
CHAPTER III 
M1~ODOLOGY AND SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
A person enters a social situation with an identity already establish-
ed. His identity refers to his position or status within the social struct-
ure of a given situation. He establishes his rights and obligations with 
reference to others holding their positions within the same structure. His 
position and consequently his identity in any particular situation result 
from all the other positions he holds in other major social structures most 
closely related to the one he is acting in at the moment. l 
In preparation for the thesis, library research centered on the educa-
tional, psychological, and sociological shelves of many Chicago libraries--
both public and private. It also included research in recent and not-too-
recent periodicals and thesis within these fields. This helped the author 
obtain some greater understanding of role, the adolescent, the historical 
development of the student-worker phenomenon, and expectations for social 
group function in American middle class society. 
Since the researcher has been teaching for several years where the 
sample group was studied, it was possible to discuss the topic of the student-
worker in her Social Problems' classes and in her personal contacts with stu-
dents outside of class-having them evaluate the effects of a part-time job 
lKingsley Davis, Human Society (New York, 1949) p. 65-66. 
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through personal experience. Some interested students prepared a panel dis-
cussion on this topic and others conducted public opinion surveys among the 
students as to the pros and cons of holding a part-time job during the school 
year. Having noted the students' interest in this topic, their diversity of 
opinions, and the increasing number of senior students each year who were 
holdin6 part-time jobs, the writer decided to use this phenomena as the topic 
of her thesis. All of this preliminary activity preceeded the formulation of 
the thesis questionnaire and the class to whom the questionnaire was given 
had no previous knowledge of the author's interest in this topie. 
The confidential ~~estionnaire was divided into four sections 
"Part I - Personal Inventory" contained twenty questions that would give 
necessary background information on the incumbents to be studied. 
"Part II ... Family Role" cited twenty instances in family living that 
could be analyzed to measure the subject's role function within her family. 
The expectations to be measured were obedience, responsibility, cohesiveness, 
nnd security. 
"Part III - School Rolet! contained fifteen pertinent questions pertaining 
to role function within the school group that studied academic achievement, 
subject interest, homework time, teacher-pupil relationship, extra-curricular 
participation, and post-graduation plans. 
"Part IV .. Peer Role" examined behavior in the peer group through nine 
short questions and one long and detailed question that noted after-school 
activity, characteristics of the peer group, dating patterns, and personal 
social practices. 
The original form of the questionnaire contained almost all open end 
questions. Since this would have been very difficult to tabulate, succeed-
ing drafts contained fewer open-end questions. Studying the questionnaire, 
the author found that the questions measured both attitude and behavior in 
respect to role function. It was decided that actual performance would be 
the best way of measuring the effect of a part-time job, so attitude ques-
tions were dropped from the questionnaire. The final format contained al-
most all closed questions because it was possible to make arrangements to 
have the tallying of the completed questionnaire done on an IBM machine, and 
it was felt that closed questions would afford a more uniform structure for 
comparison. 
The pre-teet was given to a small group of junior students in pilot 
school who did not know the author nor her interest in the topic to be anal-
yzed from the questionnaire answers. Their criticisms and suggestions were 
incorporated into the final form of the questionnaire given some months 
later to the entire senior clase in the same school. A copy of the question-
naire may be found in Appendix I. 
Since students in the school in which the author is at present teaching 
possessed characteristics to be sought in a sample population, namely, middle-
class, all girl, Catholic, predOminantly whit •• four year high, the senior 
class in this school was selected to be the sample for the study. 
'The ~choolt the Academy of Our Lady, is the largest Catholic girls' 
school in the city of Chicago with an enrollment of 1800 students. It is 
located on the far South side of Chicago in a residential area known as 
Il~Jashington Heights" on the census tract. The tuition is $225 per year, 
Which does not include other school expenses, such as uniform, text books, 
fees, transportation, etc. Since almost all the girls meet these academic 
eXpenses, it would seem that this school is supported by middle-class familiea 
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According to national statistics given in the Monthly Labor Review for 
October 1960, young men and women who combined school with work comprised 
5 per cent of all employed persons at that time. The employment of students 
between 14-24 years of age rose much faster in the decade between 1950-1960 
than did the total civilian employment. The number of working students 
actually rose 35 per cent between 1950-1960 with a larger increase in women 
students. However, this increase reflected the substantial gain in school 
enrollment since 1950 rather than in the proportion of students working out-
side school hours.2 
Since it was not possible to find the number of working students in the 
high schools of Chicago for 1960, it was decided to contact some neighboring 
high schools to ascertain the present number of their senior students hold-
ing part-time jobsa These schools, located within a several mile radius of 
the sample school, all shared similar characteristics as noted. 
Table II indicates that the sample school has one of the largest per-
centages of senior students holding part-time jobs during their last year 
in school. An anonymous questionnaire va.s eiven to the entire senior class 
at the Academy the week before Thanksgiving, 1963. By this time in the 
school year it was hoped that the effects, good and bad, of part-time jobs 
could be discerned in analyzing the responses to the questionnaire. 
2 Rosenfeld, p. 707 
TABLE II 
NUMBER OF WORKING SENIORS IN SAl1PLE SCHOOL 
AND Nt:IGHBORfiOOD SCHOOLS 
-
Number In Seniors Per Cent 
School Senior Class Working Of Total 
Academy of Our Lady 365 175 47.9 
Aquinas 160 36 22.5 
Lourdes 243 94 38.6 
Maria 296 135 45.5 
McAuley 295 110 37.3 
Mercy 151 58 38.4 
Mother of Sorrows 11.5 47 40.8 
Visitation 205 98 48.3 
'tV. 
Of the 365 students in the present senior class, 190 were not working 
during their senior year. Since working students were not all employed for 
the same number of hours each week, the following categories were established: 
a) Students who work less than 15 hours weekly 
b) Students who work 15 to 25 hours weekly 
c) Students who work over 25 hours weekly 
Throughout the thesis the patterns of information obtained will be compared 
for similarities and difference that can be noted between students who do 
work and students who do not work. These characteristics will also be com-
pared among the three categories of working students. In this way it is 
hoped that the influence of the work role on the functioning of other social 
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roles can be adequately measured. Since the senior class of the sample school 
had 175 student-workers, it was decided to use the first 175 questionnaires 
of the non-workers for comparison purposes. 
From Table III it can be seen that four of the eight schools have their 
largest percentages among students working from 15-25 hours per week. These 
are also the same schools that have the largest numbers of working students. 
T'ne three schools who have their largest percentages among the girls who wo~ 
less than 15 hours per week also have a small number of students holding part-
time jobs. One school l~d an equal amount working less than 15 hours and more 
than 15 hours per week. This particular school t18d the smallest total per 
cent of working students in comparison with the seven neighboring schools. 
All of the schools contacted had their smallest number of working students 
among those who worked over 25 hours per week. 
The answers to Part I of the questionnaire revealed certain characteris-
tics of the s&nple population. The following tables and their explanations 
will utilize this information. 
The largest amount of students. 59.5 per cent. worked from fifteen to 
twenty-five hours weekly. About a third of the working students were employ-
ed for less than fifteen hours a week and the smallest number, 3.4 per cent 
worked mOre than twenty-five hours each week, as noted in Table IV. 
From the total number of jobs indicated in Table V. some of the students 
answering this question must have been holding more than one part-time job or 
besides a part-time job at some place of business did some baby-sitting. The 
largest percentage of part-time workers seemed to be in the sales girl 













NUMBER OF STUDENTS HOLDING PART-TIME JOBS 
R~UIRING DIFFJ<;RENT ArlOUNTS OF TIME 
'Working Less Working ',vorking Over 
Than 15 Hours 15-25 Hours 25 Hours 
Per Week Per vleek Per Week 
Number Der Cent NumberfPer Cent Number Per Cent 
! 
65 37.1 104 59.4 6 3.4 
18 50.0 18 50.0 0 
---
46 48.9 47 50.0 1 1.1 
72 53.3 62 45.9 1 .7 
42 38.2 65 59.1 3 2.7 
32 55.2 24 41.4 2 3.4 
25 53.2 21 44.7 1 2.1 
31 31.6 57 58.2 10 10.2 
'Iotal 









ed were cashier, 19.2 per cent, and store clerk. 12.6 per cent. It is to be 
expected that many students in the stLllple were employed in these particular 
jobs because there are many large chain stores and smaller stores in the 
surrounding areas of the school and a large shopping plaza several miles west 
of the school. This table indicates that most of the girls were employed in 
service occupations in the stores, restaurants, and hospitals of the city and 
nearby suburban areas surrounding the school. Most of these jObEl would re-
quire very little training or previous experience. 
TlBLE IV 
NUMBE:R OF STUDENTS WORKING DIFFERENT 
M-10UNTS OF TIME 
Hours worked each week: 
l~ss than 15 Hours 
Between 15-25 flours 









Table VI illustrates the economic axiom that those who usually work 
the most hours annually earn the most pay. The majority of the students who 
worked less than fifteen hours a week earned less than twenty dollars, while 
thA majority of students who worked over fifteen hours a week earned between 
twenty and thirty dollars a week, and scale-wise the majority of students 
who worked over twenty-five hours a week earned over thirty dollars a week. 
However, there is an indication tha.t the type of work the students did made 
a difference too, since some of tho over twenty-five hour workers were earn-
ing less than twenty dollars a week, and some of the over fifteen hour work-
era earned over ~hirty dollars a week. 
Most of tbe students checked several reasons for working and the main 
pattern of responses seemed to change with the number of hours worked as can 
be seen in Table VII. Those who worked less than fifteen hours a week indi-
cated in large numbers tnat their main reason for working was to earn money 
TABLE V 
l'¥PES OF' PART-TIME JOBS OF WORKING STUDENTS 
IN SAMPLE POPULATION 
Category of job: Total Working Less than 1.5-25 
15 hours Hours 
Num- Per Num- Per Num Per 
ber Cent ber Cent bar Cent 
store clerk 23 12.6 10 14.2 12 11.3 
Waitress 15 8.2 7 10.0 6 5.7 
Car hop 0 -_ ... - 0 .. .., ....... 0 ---
Sales girl SO 27.5 15 21.4 35 33.3 
Receptionist 7 3.8 6 8.5 1 .9 
Cashier or 
Checker: 35 19.2 10 14.2 23 21.7 
Nurse's Aid 11 6.0 5 7.1 6 5.7 
Baby sitting 9 5.0 7 10.0 2 1.9 
File clerk 9 5.0 4 5.7 4 3.8 
Other 23 12.6 6 8.5 17 16.1 

















for their small expenses, 38.5 per cent, and future expenses, 25.6 per cent. 
These reasons were reversed for the other two groups of working students who 
noted that their main reason for working was to earn money for their future 
expenses. The students working over twenty-tive hours a week gave as their 
next reason to earn money tor small expenses and the girls working the most 
hours each week to earn money for their big expenses. Future expenses would 
probably mean saving for at least one year of a college education; present 
big expenses might mean paying their tuition at school or buying their own 
clothes; and present small expenses might include school supplies, trans-
portation, cosmetics and entertainment. 
TABLE VI 
AVERAG.E W.8EKLY PAY OF WORKING STUDENTS 
Average weekly Total Leaa than 15-25 Over 
pay: Working 15 hours hours '25 hours 
., 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent her Cent 
Less than $20 98 56.0 58 89.2 39 37.5 1 16.7 
Between $20 -
$30 65 37.1 7 10.8 56 53.8 2 33.3 
Over 530 12 6.9 0 _ ..... - 9 8.6 3 50.0 
















STUDENTS' REASON FOR HOLDING 
A PART-TIME JOB 
rrotal Less than 15-25 
Working 15 hours hours 
Num- Per Num- Per i NUDl- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent her Cent 
24 10.9 6 7.7 18 13.2 
66 29.9 30 38.5 36 26.5 
46 20.8 13 16.7 31 22.8 
69 31.2 20 25.6 45 33.1 
16 7.2 9 11.5 6 4.4 












The preceding table noted the working students' reasons for working. 
The following tables will indicate their actual use of the money they earned. 
As noted in Table VIII, the girls working less than fifteen hours a week 
portioned off their money in a variety of ways with very little of it going 
to the family. Most of their money, 92.0 per cent, was used for their per-
sonal expenses and their own enjoyment, and an almost equally high sum, 89.2 
per cent, was used for school expenses. It is also important to note that 
a large amount 69.2 per cent was banked. 
Use of money 
earned: 
Bank it 







USE OF MONEY EARNED OF GIRLS i<lORKING 
LESS THAN 15 HOURS A WEEK 
All Some None 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
5 9.6 36 69.2 11 21.2 
3 8.6 7 20.0 25 71.4 
1 2.2 42 89.2 4 8.5 
2 3.9 47 92.1 2 3.9 










As in the preceding table, so, too, the students working between fif-
teen and twenty-five hours each week divided their pay check in a number of 
ways as seen in Table IX. However, these girls devoted some of their money 
to personal expenses, 93.5 per cent, and school expenses 89.1 per cent, and 
then only to personal enjoyment which was a little different spending -
pattern than the girls who worked less than fifteen hours a week. These stu-
dents also banked more of their money and gave more to their family than did 
the students working less time. This may be due to the fact that these girls 
working more hours each week did not have a lot of time to spend on personal 
enjoyment. 
It is difficult to compare the third group of working students with the 
other two groups because there are so few students in this category which 
allows for high per cents from small numbers. There was inconsistency in the 
Use of Money 
earned: 
Bank it 







USE OF MONEY EARNh1) OF GIRLS WORKING 
15-25 HOURS A WEEK 
All Some None 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
0 ........ 67 72.8 25 27.2 
3 3.5 37 43.5 45 52.9 
3 3.5 82 89.1 7 7.6 
, 
'+ 4.3 86 93.5 2 2.2 









answering pattern as can be seen in Table X. Not all the girls answel~d 
anyone of the suggested ways of using the money earned, which presented high 
per cents in several categories, but no real understanding of the total pic-
ture. There is an indication that some of these girls spent a lot of money 
on their own enjoyment. There also seems to be a large amount of money bank-
ed and the rest spent on personal expenses. 
Table XI presents the spending pattern of seniors who do not work. They, 
too, spend the money they received in a variety of ways. Like the girls who 
worked between fifteen to twenty-five hours a week, the largest percentage of 
their money was used for personal expenses, 95.9 per cent. But unlike them 
their next use was for school expenses, 86.9 per cent. Like all three groups 
of working girls, they banked a large per cent of their money, 69.6 per cent. 
and gave very little of it, 22.0 per cent, to the family. 
Use of money 
earned: 
Bank it 
Give to family 
School expenses 
TABLE X 
USE OF MONEY EARNED BY GIRLS WORKING 
OVER 25 HOURS A WEEK 
All Some None 
Num- Per Num" Per Num-
ber Cent ber Cent ber 
1 20.0 3 160•0 1 
0 ..... -.. 1 50.0 1 






Personal expense! 0 .......... 2 .50.0 2 .50.0 
Enjoyment 
Use of money 
received: 
Bank it 





0 .. ---... 3 100.0 0 
TABL::; XI 
HOW NON-WORKING GIRLS USE THE MONEY 
THk~ RECEIVE 
---
All Some None 
lum- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
5 3.9 88 69.6 34 26.7 
1 1.1 20 22.0 70 76.9 
2 1.4 126 86.9 17 11.7 
1 .6 163 95.9 6 3.5 


















From the total number of responses given in Table XII, it can be seen 
that some of the respondents checked several reasons for not working. By 
;N. 
far, the most frequent response, 40.4 per cent, was a fear that the 'students' 
studies would suffer. The next two most frequent responses were: that some 
of the girls could not find a job, 20.6 per cent, and that their parents did 
not want thet!! to work or that they did not want to work, 25.1 per cent. If 
the forty-six stUdents in this group who could not find a job had been able 
to do so, it would have meant that 211 members, or over half of the senior 
class at the sample school, would have been working during the school year. 
TABLE XII 
STUDENTS REASONS FOR NOT WORKING 
Total Not Working 
If not 'Working: Number Per Cent 
Don't need added $ 20 9.0 
Willing to go without 2 .9 
Afraid for studies 90 40.4 
Could not find a job 46 20.6 
Parents do not want lIIe to 44 19.7 
I do not want to 12 5.4 
Others 9 4.0 
Total ;;:23 100.0 
The following tables will note some personal characteristics of the res-
pondents and their families. This information will be helpful in further 
characterizing students who do and do not work. 
Table XIII indicates that the average age of senior students in the 
sample was seventeen years, although more working students, 8.0 per cent, were 
of that age than non-working students. A larger number of non-working students 
10.3 per cent, were only sixteen years old in their senior year of high sChool. 
Several elementary schools in the area permitted acceleration in their grades 
and consequently 29.7 per cent of the class were sixteen at the time the 
questionnaire was given. This may be one reason why these girls were not 
working, since more girls who were seventeen and eighteen years old in the 
senior class were working during the school year. 
TABLE XIII 
AGES OF STUDENTS IN THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Ages of stUdents; Total Total Not Working Working 
lIum- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent 
16 35 20.0 17 9.7 
17 133 76.0 147 84.0 
18 7 4.0 11 6.3 
Total 175 100.0 175 100.0 
By tabulating the number horizontally in Table XIV it can be noted that 
only 44 members of the sample lived in suburbs and that the remaining 306 res-
pondents lived in the city of Chicago. Of the small number of suburban stu-
dents, 59.0 per cent were holding part-time jobs during the school year whereas 
48.7 per cent of the urban students were working. This may suggest cost fact-
ors involved in suburban living. Since there are only public schools in the 
neighboring suburbs, the earnings of a part-time job would no doubt be used 
to help defray the expenses of attending a Catholic high school in the city. 
Since almost half of the urban students were working also, it would seem that 
their earnings, too, helped defray some of the expenses involved in education. 
52. 
TABLE XIV 
RESIDENTIAL AREA OF SAMPLE POPULATION 
Total Total 
Not Working Working Location 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
City 157 89.7 149 85.1 
Suburb 18 10.3 26 14.9 
Total 175 100.0 175 100.0 
Table XV states that a greater number of non-working students, 6.8 per 
cent, have parents whose nationality background is the same, while a greater 
number of parents of working students are of mixed nationality backgrounds. 
There is no indication in this answer as to what may be the relationship be-
tween similarity in nationality background and dissimilarity. The similarity 
in nationality may indicate less permissiveness in permitting children to 
work or less financial need of the family for children to hold a part-time 
job during the school year. 
TABLE XV 
PARENTAL NATIONALITY OF SAP~LE POPULATION 
-
Parental Nationality Total Total Not Working Working background: Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Same 93 53.1 81 46.3 
Different 82 46.9 94 53.7 
Total 175 100.0 175 100.0 
Large number of working students, 88.6 per cent, and non-working stu-
dents, 84.6 per cent, were living with both of their parents, while a few 
more of the non-working students, 2.8 per cent, indicated that they lived 
with one real parent as can be seen in Table XVI. Since very few seniors 
lived with foster parents or guardians, it would seem that there was little 
disorganization within the families of the respondents. This lack of dis-
organization within the families may have been one reason why some of the 
students were working. Their earnings, which helped defray some expenses, 
may have aided in helping the families meet their financial problems and have 
kept the families functioning a little more smoothly. 
TABLE XVI 
FAMILY STRUCTURE OF SAMPLE POPULATION 
Living now: Total Total Not Working Working 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Both real parents 148 84.6 155 88.6 
One real parent 20 11.4 15 8.6 
roster parents 2 1.1 1 .6 
A guardian or guardians 3 1.7 2 1.1 
Other 2 1.1 2 1.1 
Total 175 99.9 175 100.0 
There was a similarity in the responses of the seniors in regard to the 
number of children in the family as noted in Table XVII. Both groups ot 
stUdents had almost equal numbers, in having one child in the family, tive 
children, six or seven children, or over eleven children. More families of 
.,rT. 
the non-working students had two children in the family, 9.1 per cent, or 
eight or nine children, 1.7 per cent, while more families of the working stu-
dents had three children-in the family, 1.7 per cent, or four children in the 
family, 4.6 per cent. Because of the similarity, it cannot be said that the 
more children in the family the greater necessity for the students to hold 
part-time jobs. This table indicated in families of all sizes, but more so 
in those with four children, the senior student was holding a part-time job. 






6 ... 7 children 
8 ... 9 children 
10-11 children 
Over 11 children 
Total 
TABLE XVII 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN FAMILIES 
OF SAMPLE POPULATION 
Total 
Not Working 

























Table XVIII noted a great similarity in both groups in regard to family 
placement. Over a third of both groups of students were the oldest child in 
the family with .5 per cent more of the working students stating t~s; another 
third of both groups were middle children in the family with 1.7 per cent more 
of the working students claiming place here. Only in category of youngest 
child was there any noticeable difference with 2.3 per cent more of the non-
working students being the youngest child in the family. From this table it 
would seem that youngest children do not as frequently hold jobs as do the 
oldest and middle children. There may not be the same financial need for a 
youngest child in the family to work, since most of the members of the family 
would supposedly be grown and self-supporting by the time the youngest child 







FJDULY PLACFJ.iENT WITHIN 
THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Total 
Not Working 












It would seem that the fathers of working students had more education 
than the fathers of non-working students as evident in Table XIX. More work-
ing students claimed that their fathers had completed four years of high 
school. by 8.0 per cent; more had completed two years of college, 1.7 per cent; 
and more had completed four years of college, 1.7 per cent. But a larger num-
ber of non-working students claimed that their fathers had had special graduate 
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Number Per Cent I Number' Per Cent 
Didn't complete 8th grade 
Completed 8th grade 
Completed 2 yra. bigh 
Completed 4 yra. high 
Completed 2 yra. college 
Completed 4 yrs. college 















FATHERS' WORK PATTERN 
IN SAMPLE POPULATION 
Total 
Not Working 




One full and one part-time 18 10.3 
'l'wo full time joba 3 1.7 
Deceased 12 6.9 





























Over three-fourths ot the tathers ot both groups of students had only 
one full-time job as indicated by Table XX. About ten per cent of both 
groups had a full-time and a part-time job. An equal number of fathers in 
both groups had two full-time jobs and an almost equal number of students in 
both groups had tathers who were deceased. 
Almost an equal number of seniors in both groups stated that their fathers 
were skilled workers, 55.0 per cent. Table XXI noted that more non-working 
students claimed that their fathers were in professional work, 5.7 per cent. 
or were in managerial positions, 6.9 per cent. More working students claimed 













TYPES OF PAID WORK or FATHERS 
IN SAMPLE POPULATION 
TOTAL 
Not Working 
Number .. , Per Cent 
20 11.4 



























that their fathers were clerks, 2.3 per cent, or in a service occupa,tion, 6.3 
per cent. The type of work of fathers of working students did not seem to 
correlate with the amount of education the daughters stated their fathers had 
received. It is possible that the girls were not accurately informed of their 
fathers' education or were consciously exaggerating it. 
Table XXII indicates that over half of the mothers of both groups of 
students had a high school education and about the same amount of mothers of 
both groups had some college work, 12.0 per cent. More mothers of non-working 
students, 2.8 per cent, had completed their college education. 
TABLE XXII 
AMOUNT OF EDUCATION OF MOTHERS 
OF THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Mother's education: Total Not Worki~ 
Number Per Cent 
Didn't complete 8th grade 4 2.3 
Completed 8th grade 18 10.3 
Completed 2 yrs. high 25 14.3 
Completed 4 yrs. high 86 49.1 
Completed 2 yrs. college 21 12.0 
Completed 4 yrs. college 16 9.1 
Special graduate training .5 2.9 
Total 175 100.0 
Total 
Workirut 









In comparing the education of the mother with that of the fathers of 
non-working students, it would seem that 14.2 per cent more of the mothers had 
completed four years of high school, and 1.1 per cent more of the mothers had 
had completed two years of college, while 2.3 per cent more of the fathers 
had graduated from college and 9.1 per cent of the fathers had some special 
graduate training. 
More of the mothers of working students were not working themselves, 
8.0 per cent, as stated in Table XXIII. Of the mothers who did work, the 
largest number were those who had a daily full-time job, with 37.1 per cent 
of the mothers of non-working students. More mothers of working students 
seemed to have different types of part-time jobs. More of these mothers 
3.4 per cent, had part-time work daily; while a few more bad part-time or 
full-time work several days a week. It would seem that this part-time work 
was sufficient for the mother of the working student. 
Mother working: 
Part-time work daily 
Part-time several days 
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The next chapter will evaluate the second part of the questionnaire 
Which dealt with a student's assumption of her role within her family in cer-
tain situations and how a part-time job affected this role function. 
CHAPTER IV 
TUE FAMILY ROLE AND THE PAHT-TIME JOB 
Within her family a girl has the ascribed status of daughter to her 
parents and functioning in this status fulfills one of her roles. The recip-
rocal relationship between herself and her parents is based on expectations 
that they have for each other. Several variables, based on human needs that 
are fulfilled within the family group, were selected to measure the role be-
havior of daughters toward fulfilling certain expectations of their parents. 
These variables were authority, responsibility, cohesiveness, and security. 
Items in Part II of the questionnaire presented typical family situa-
tions familiar to adolescents depicting parental expectations that stemmed 
from these four variables. The selection of answers to these situations was 
along a continuum of acceptance that ranged from alwayS to never. The res-
ponses were tabulated and compared as to any notable likenesses or differences 
in role function within the family between working and non-working students. 
For a more complete picture of the apparent influence ot a part-time job the 
responses of the three groups of working students were compared with each 
other. For this purpose all frequencies were converted to percentages. When-
ever any ot the answers of the continuum were used they were underlined in 
the thesis. 
Obedience: From early childhood the parents establish the expectations 
60. 
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of respect for authority for their children. The authority pattern is usual-
ly enforced by both parents, although in many instances the mother refers the 
children to the father for the final decision. Since the working student is 
absent from the family for a number of hours each week it is possible that 
she is not as closely bound by family decisions as the non-working student. 
With more economic independence, she expects less authoritative directives 
from her parents--particularly in regard to her social life with her peer 
groups .• 
Within the high school years the adolescent's social horizons broaden 
into numerous activities with peer groups that take her out of the family 
neighborhood. so the first variable to be measured was obedience to expecta-
tions of her parents as it reached into certain social activities of her 
life. From Table XXIV it can be seen that there is a very close relation-
ship between the answers of the working students and the non-working students 
in depicting their role function within their families in regard to their 
social activities. 
A large majority of both groups indicated that they alwBls were expect-
ed to: tell their parents where they were going when they went out; had to 
have permission to use the family car; and were expected to notify their 
parents when they would not be home at the specified time from social events. 
In these instances the Table also notes that although both groups of stUdents 
in large numbers indicated a high degree of obedience to their parents' ex-
pectations, in comparison there were more working students who answered !!-
way! and more non-working students who indicated ~ually. 
The item which stated that "parents set the curfew for your social 




when going out 
Parents set curfell 
for social affaire 
Permission to 
use family car 
Give parents 




of late arrival 
·N - not working 
W - working 
TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF WORKING AND NON-WORKING STUDENTS 
AS TO THEIR EXPECTATIONS OF OBEDI~~CE TO THEIR PARENTS 
IN CERTAIN SOCIAL SITUATIONS 
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom 
Num- Per Nwa- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Grou-p* ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
N 139 79.4 29 16.6 3 1.7 3 1.7 
1iI 
N 66 37.7 53 30.3 28 16.0 23 13.1 
W 66 37.7 58 33.1 27 14.9 20 11.4 
N 127 72.6 23 13.1 14 8.0 4 2.3 
W 119 68.0 11 6.3 9 5.1 5 2.9 
N 13 7.4 25 14.3 44 25.1 48 27.4 
VI 14 8.0 27 15.4 50 28.6 47 24.0 
N 128 73.1 35 20.0 10 5.7 2 1.1 
W 148 84.6 22 12.6 5 2.9 0 0.0 
. 
Never Total 
T Num- Per NUJI-f Per 
ber Cent ber! Cent 
I 
I 1 .6 175 1 00•0 
I 
5 2.9 175 100.0 
5 2.9 175 100.0 
7 4.0 175 100.0 
31 17.1 175 99.9 
45 25.8 175 100.0 
47 24.0 175 100.0 
0 0.0 175 99.9 
0 0.0 175 100.1 
~ 
• 
to never. Although the two heaviest categories (68 per cent) were 'in always 
and usually for both groups - a smaller representation in the other three 
categories (30 per cent) would seem to indicate a little more permissiveness 
on the part of some parents in regard to their daughter's late arrival home 
from social events. 
In regard "to the accounting ot money earned," surprisingly enough all 
girls, working and non-working, answered this question which would indicate 
that all girls had probably had some experience in baby-sitting or other 
part-time jobs, even though they were not all WOrking at the time the ques-
tionnaire was administered. In this question, too, the answers ot both 
groups showed a very close relationship, but this time toward the negative 
end of the continuum, with large numbers indicating sometimes, seldom, or 
~. This permissiveness on the part ot the parents might be due to the 
fact that they wished their daughters, as young adults, to gain experience 
in the handling of money -- particularly their own money. 
To add to the picture, the three categories of working students were 
compared to see how much the number of hours worked influenced a student's 
role function within her family group. Table XXV presents the pattern ot 
these responses. 
Surprisingly enough. the six students who worked the most hours per week 
indicated the highest degree of obedience in regard to: telling their parents 
when they were going out; having their parents set a curfew for their social 
affairs; and notifying their parents when they were not coming home on time. 
Because of the smaller number of girls in this group, this is not a repre-
sentative sample and thus it is very difficult, if not impossible to general-
ize from the tacts presented. Therefore very little interpretation of data 
TABLE XXV 
PATTk.'RN OF OBEDIENCE AS MANIFESTED 
AMONG VARIOUS GROUPS OF wORKING STUDENTS 
A~ways uSuaJ.~y 
Num- Per Num-J Per 
Situation Group· ber Cent ber i Cent 
1 
Expected to A 55 84.6 9 I 13.9 
tell parents B 84 80.8 15 I 14.4 
whan going out C 6 100.0 0 0.0 
Parents set A 22 33.8 22 33.8 
curfew for B 40 38.5 35 33.7 
social affairs C 4 66.7 1 16.7 
Permission to A 47 72.3 3 4.6 
use family car B 68 66.3 8 7.7 
c 4 66.7 0 0.0 
G1 ve parents A 7 10.8 9 13.9 
an account of B 8 7.7 16 15.4 
money earned C 0 0.0 2 33.3 
Expected to A 54 83.1 8 12.3 
notify parents B 88 84.5 14 13.5 
of late arrival C 6 100.0 0 0.0 
• A - working less than 15 hours per week 
B - working 15-25 hours per week 
C - working over 25 hours per week 
OOJDel ,~mes <;)8.laODl 
Num- Per Num-!Per 
ber Cent ber I Cent 
i 1 1.6 o ! 0.0 
4 3.8 1 I .9 
0 0.0 o i 0.0 
9 13.9 9 13.9 
16 15.4 11 10.6 
1 16.7 0 0.0 
5 7.6 2 3.1 
4 3.8 3 3.9 
0 0.0 0 0.0 
22 33.8 12 18.5 
25 24.0 30 28.8 
2 33.3 0 0.0 
3 4.6 0 0.0 
2 1.9 0 0.0 
0 0.0 0 0.0 
Never 'l.'O a.L 
Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent 
0 0.0 65 100.1 
0 0.0 104 99.9 
0 0.0 6 100.0 
3 4.6 65 100.0 
2 1.9 104 100.1 
0 0.0 6 100.1 
8 112.3 65 99.9 
21 4>.2 104 99.9 
2 33.3 6 100.0 
. 
. 
15 ~.1 65 100.1 
25 e4.0 104 99.9 
2 33.3 6 99.9 
0 0.0 65 100.0 
0 0.0 104 99.9 
0 0.0 6 100.0 
s 
• 
from this group will be utilized in the thesis. Comparison will be, made 
between the groups of students who work less than fifteen hours a week and 
those who work between fifteen and twenty-five hours a week. 
Between these two groups there was an almost identical pattern of 
obedience to parental expectations. High percentages of both groups were 
always expected: to tell their parents where they were going when leaving 
the home; needed permission to use the family car; and we~ to notify their 
parents when not arriving home at the time expected. 
A little more permissiveness was seen in regard to "parents setting 
the curfew for social events." A third of the parents always do this and 
another third usually do so. But. again, the number of hours a girl works 
seemed to make very little difference since the proportions for both groups 
were almost identical. 
Most parents do not seem to demand an account of what their daughter 
does with her money. About 14 per cent more students working less than 
fifteen hours a week sometimes gave such an account. 
In summary it would seem that the holding of a part-time job did not 
give a girl more freedom from parental authority. The parents seemed to 
expect a more exacting degree of obedience from working students. This 
may reflect parental concern that work may make a girl too independent and 
hence their strict demands to counteract this. It may also be an indication 
of the environment of the home. As noted in the preceding chapter more of 
the parents of working students were of a different nationality background 
(Table XV); there were more children in their families (Table XVII); these 
girls were usually the oldest or middle children (Table XVIII); and their 
mothers and fathers were better educated (Tables XIX and XXII). 
Responsibi11tl' A second variable selected to measure a girl's role 
function within her family was her manifestation of a sense of responsibility 
in regard to helping with various types of work found within every family 
group. Again, it was assumed that her performance of these tasks would in-
dicate her own compliance with the expectations her parents had for her in 
this regard. Since the managing of the household is within the mother's 
jurisdiction, the children tend to work more closely with her. Much of the 
time of working students is spent away from home and this would suggest that 
less would be expected from them in regard to weekly household duties. Thus 
it would seem that their sense of responsibility would be manifested at the 
part-time job and at any small tasks assigned to them in their family. 
Contrary to expectations, almost an equal amount of demands were made 
on working students as on non-working students in regard to household tasks 
as seen in Table XXVI. More non-working students were alWayS expected to: 
keep their bedrooms and personal belongings in order; and to help with some 
general household jobs each week. while the working students were usual!l 
expected to do these, thus indicating a little less strictness in the fre-
quency of demands for the working stUdents. 
By combining the percentages for the first two answers in the continuum, 
it was found that 55 per cent of both groups were usualll expected to help 
with the washing and ironing ot their own clothes. Over one-fifth of both 
groups sometimes did so and the remaining number seldom or ~ did so. 
This question elicited the greatest spread ot answers along the continuum, 
but the percentages tor both groups were almost identical thus indicating no 
lessening of expectations for working students. 
The last question used to indicate a 6~rlts sense of responsibility 
was "freedom to select her own clothes." In comparing the responses of the 
two groups it was found that the proportions in each section of the continuum 
again were almost identical. Almost all girls alwals and usualll selected 
their own clothes and a tiny minority of both groups rarely did not. 
Table XXVII tabulated the responses of the three classes of working 
students as to parental expectations in meeting responsibilities in their 
home. As in Table XXV the number of hours worked each week seemed to make 
little difference in parental expectations. For both groups these demands 
were greatest over (70 per cent) in expecting that their daughtefs alwayS 
keep their bedrooms and personal belongings in order. Over 50 per cent of 
both groups of working students were alwalS responsible for some household 
jobs each week and 17-20 per cent were usually responsible. The least de-
manding of parental expectations applied to the daughter's washing and iron-
ing of her own clothes. In this more girls working over fifteen hours a week 
were alwalS or usually expected to help; which is surprising because of the 
number of hours spent on a part-time job. 
The last item to measure responsibility pertained to the selection of 
clothes by the &irl herself. Again almost an equal proportion (55 per cent) 
of both groups of working students alwals selected their own clothes. A 
difference is noted in the fact that more students who worked over fifteen 
hours a week usually did so. wr~le more students who worked less than fifteen 
hours a week seldom did so. 
In summary. the responses to the situations concerning a girl's sense 
of responsibility toward household tasks indicated that all students had 




keeping bedroom N 
and belongings W 
in order 
Expected to help 
wi th washing and N 
ironing of own W 
clothes 
Responsible for N 
some general house 
- W 
work each week 
Select own N 
clothes W 
* N - not working 
VI - working 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF WORKING AND NON-WORKING STUDENTS 
AS TO THEIR SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY 
IN CERTAIN FAMILY SITUATIONS 
, ,-
Always Usually Sometimes Seldom 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent her Cent ber Cent 
140 80.0 27 15.4 6 3.4 0 0.0 
127 72.6 37 21.1 9 5.1 2 1.1 
69 39.4 29 16.6 41 23.4 29 16.6 
67 38.3 30 17.1 38 21.7 27 15.4 
115 65.7 32 18.3 15 8.6 9 5.1 
95 54.3 31 17.7 18 10.3 19 10.9 
95 54.3 65 37.1 11 6.3 3 1.7 
96 54.9 66 37.7 12 6.9 0 0.0 
Never Total 
Num- Per Num- Per 
her Cent ber Cent 
2 1.1 175 99.9 
0 0.0 175 99.9 
7 1+.0 175 100.0 
13 7.4 175 99.9 
4 2.3 175 100.0 
12 6.9 175 100.1 
1 .6 175 100.0 





COMPARISON OF VARIOUS GROUPS OF WORKING STUDENTS 
AS TO THEIR SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY 
IN CF~AIN FAMILY SITUATIONS 
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still expected to do so, whether they were working or not. However, the 
parental demands were not as exacting in these situations as in those measur-
ing obedience. 
Cohesiveness: "Togetherness" is an overworked word in modern day voca-
bulary and yet it is a quality that most people long for in the busy, turbu-
lent hours of everyday living. The SOCiological term of cohesiveness will 
be used to measure to a certain degree the amount of togetherness within the 
families of the sample population. In evaluating a social 6,7stem 11ke the 
family, cohesiveness implies the willingness of the members of the system to 
operate as a total unit rather tban as separate entities within the system. 
In the analysis of a girl's response to parental expectations pertaining to 
certain family customs and rituals, there will be an indication of the amount 
of cohesiveness in the family. It may well be assumed that some families may 
abandon certain traditions as older members are often not with the family be-
cause of a part-time or full-time job. 
Of the six 80cial situations listed in Table XXVIII "the celebrating of 
family birthdays as a family affair" indicated the greatest amount of cohe-
aiveness in both groups of students (68 per cent). All along the continuum 
the percents were almost identical as they applied to families of working and 
non-working stUdents. 
Since all the answers to the items measuring the variable of cohesiveness 
were spread along the continuum in larger percentages than in the preceding 
Y&riables, it was decided to combine the totals for always and usually and 
I 
alao for seldom and never which would give only three degrees of comparison. 
In noting the other family situations, the combined percentages indi-
~. _C&_t_e_d_th_a_t_a_S_imi __ lar __ WD_o_u_n_t_<_5_6_p_e_r_c_e_n_t_)_O_f_b_o_t_h_g_r_O_u_p_S_O_f_p_a_r_e_n_t_s_a_l_w_ay_S _ J 
TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF ~ORKING A~~ NON-WORKING STUDENTS 
IN FAMILY SOCIAL SITUATIONS 
"- Always 
Situation Proup· Num- Per 
ber Cent 
Enjoy attending N 29 16.6 social affairs W 20 11.4 
wi th family 
Help entertain N 54 30.9 relatives when W 47 26.9 visi ting family 
Expected to be N 55 31.4 present at main VI 40 22.9 meal on Sunday 
Custom of meal N 55 31.4 
prayers together W 51 29.1 
Celebrate family N 120 68.6 
birthdays as a Ii 117 66.9 
family affair 
Included in mak~ H 42 24.0 ing family de- W 43 24.6 cisions and dis-
cussing problems 
• N - not working 
W - working 
Usua1l.y Sometimes Seldom , ! Num- Per Num-I Per Num-! Per I . 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
55 31.4 72 41.1 15 8.6 
69 39.4 63 36.0 20 11.4 
84 48.0 22 12.6 13 7.4 
83 47.4 35 20.0 8 4.6 
66 37.7 34 19.4 11 6.3 
71 40.6 39 22.3 14 8.0 
13 7.4 27 15.4 43 24.6 
20 li.4 21 12.0 33 18.9 
35 20.0 14 8.0 6 3.4 
34 19.4 14 8.0 7 4.0 
56 32.0 55 31.4 14 8.0 
56 32.0 46 26.3 20 11.4 
Never Total 
Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent 
4 2.3 175 100.0 
3 1.7 175 99.9 
2 1.1 175 100.0 
2 1.1 175 100.0 
9 5.1 175 99.9 
11 6.3 175 100.1 
37 21.1 175 99.9 
50 28.6 175 100.0 
0 0.0 175 100.0 
3 1.7 175 100.0 
8 4.6 175 100.0 
10 5.7 175 100.0 
• 
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usually included their daughters in making decisions and discussing family 
problems. OVer 70 per cent of both groups of students were always - usually 
expected to help entertain relatives when they visited the family. Over 60 
per cent of both groups of students were expected to be present at the main 
meal in their family on Sunday. In the family custom of entertaining rela-
tives and eating the Sunday main meal together more non-working seniors indi-
cated usualll meeting parental demands than the working seniors, but more 
working seniors were sometimes expected to participate in these events. 
About half of all seniors admitted that they usually enjoyed attending 
social affairs with the family, while 5 per cent more non-working seniors 
said that they sometimes enjoyed it and 3 per cent more working seniors 
seldom enjoyed doing so. These answers indicated the girls' attitudes toward 
such affairs ahd not their conduct in the actual situations. 
The family ritual of meal prayers together had the smallest amount of 
positive responses. As in all the other answers thus far, there is again a 
close similarity betw~en both groups of respondents. About 40 per cent of 
both usually say their family meal prayers and about 45 per cent of both 
.. ldom say their meal prayers as a family. 
Table XXIX summarizes the relationship between the number of hours work-
ed and the amount of cohesiveness in the families of the working students. 
~n combining the percentages for the first two answers at either end of 
the continuum gives three areas of comparison: Alwals - usually. sometimes 
and seldom -~ between students who work less than fifteen hours a week 
and those who work more than fifteen hours a week. 
As in the preceding Table. the most popular practice in the families 
ot the working students was the custom of oelebrating family birthdays as a 
family. Over 80 per cent of both groups indicated this was their usual cus-
tom. 
In four other items suggesting a certain amount of cohesiTeness within 
the family, the students who worked less than fifteen hours a week indicated 
in large numbers that they were usually expected to participate in them, 
while the students who worked over fifteen hours a week had a lower rate of 
usual participation in these events, but a higher rate of participating 
-
sometimes. This would seem to indicate that the number of hours worked 
lessened the demand of parental expectations in regard to amount of partici-
pation in certain social events with the family. The events in which the 
less-than-fifteen hour workers had a higher degree of participation were: 
helping to entertain visiting relatives; being present at the main meal on 
Sunday; and being included in making family decisions and discussing family 
problems. Since all of these events are time-consuming, it is possible that 
parental demands were not as stringent on those who worked between fifteen 
and twenty-five hours a week. 
The ritual of family meal prayers had the smallest percentages of parti-
cipation among the different family events cited. Nine per cent more of the 
families of fifteen-hour workers usuallY said meal prayers; while 21 per cent 
lIOn of the oTer-fifteen-hour workers stated that meal prayers were seldoll 
laid in their families, which would indicate that hours worked might tend to 
tlaaasociate the members of the family from operating as a total unit, in 
otrtain situations. But since this practice wqs not too prominent in the 
~1ies of the non-working students either, it may indicate the religious 
to.. ot a falnily rather than the effects of a part-time job. 
In summarizing the responses to parental expectations pertaining to 
TABL·~ XXIX 
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT GROUPS OF WORKING STUD.E:NTS 
ON THEIR PARTICIPATION IN CERTAIN FAMILY CUSTOMS 
Always Usually Sometimes 
f Num- Per ! Num- Per Num-
Situation Group· ber Cent her Cent ber 
Enjoy attending A 9 13.8 28 43.1 21 
social affairs B 9 8.6 40 38.5 40 
with family C 2 33.3 1 16.7 2 
Help entertain A 18 27.7 36 55.4 9 
relatives when B 27 26.0 44 42.3 26 
visiting family C 2 33.3 3 50.0 0 
Expected to be A 15 23.1 28 43.1 10 
present at main B 21 20.2 43 41.3 28 
meal on Sunday C 4 66.7 0 0.0 1 
Custom of meal A 20 30.8 10 15.4 9 
prayers together B 30 28.8 9 8.6 12 
C 1 16.7 1 16.7 0 
Celebrate family A 47 72.3 10 15.4 4 
birthdays as a B 65 62.5 24 23.1 9 
family affair C 5 83.3 0 0.0 1 
Included in making A 18 27.7 20 30.8 15 
family decisions B 24 23.1 35 33.7 28 
and discussing C 1 16.7 1 16.7 3 
:Qroblems . __ ._-
'-.. -.-.-~ --_ .•..... _----
-----------
------- ------------- . -----
-------
• A - working less than 15 hours per week 
B - worki.ng between 15-25 hours per week 
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Never , Total 
Num- Per i NUIlt- Per 
ber Cent! ber Cent 
! 0 0.0 I 65 100.0 
2 11.9 104 100.0 
0 0.0 6 100.0 
0 O.Q 65 100.0 
1 .9 104 100.0 
1 16.7 6 100.0 
7 10.8 65 100.0 
3 2.9 104 99.9 
1 16.7 6 100.1 
16 24.6 65 100.0 
32 30.8 104 99.9 
2 33.3 6 100.0 
1 1.6 65 100.1 
2 1.9 104 99.9 
0 0.0 6 100.0 
5 7.6 65 100.0 
4 3.8 104 100.0 





family cohesiveness, there was again a close similarity between the working 
and non-working students. There were varying degrees of participation in 
certain family situations, but there was no indication that this difference 
was due to a part-time job since the working and non-working students had 
almost equal combined percentages for all answers. Instead the variation 
would seem to be in the cultural and social class background of the parents. 
Senee of Security: It is important that a child develop a sense of 
security from his earliest social contacts within the family_ As the child 
grows up, he extends his interests to other social groups and learns to par-
ticipate in social situations outside the home and to establish social con-
tacts with other people he meets. But there is a return each day to the 
family household and to an interaction with and social acceptance of members 
of that household with each other. A sense of security may be manifested by 
a "feeling of belonging" wi thin the family_ The deepening of this feeling 
can be fostered by the way the family spends its time together, the discuss-
ing of far!lily problems. and the general feeling of happiness or unhappiness 
of the members when at home_ It is possible that girls who have part-time 
jobs may feel less a part of the family group because their working hours 
may lessen their participation in family activities and interaction patterns 
with members of the family. 
The concluding questions in the family group section of the questionnair 
were designed to measure a student's feelings of security within her family_ 
These questions were worded in such a way that the student was to select the 
one appropriate answer. but in tallying the responses it was noted that in 
many cases the girls selected more than one answer. For comparison it will 
be necessary to change all numbers to percentages based on the total amount 
76. 
of answers in each section. Parental expectations are not the primary con-
cern in these questions, but rather the interaction pattern of the members 
and the influence this interaction exerts. 
The first question sought to find out what the student herself did most 
of the time when she was at home. It was assumed that if she felt secure in 
her family most of her time would be spent with some member or members of the 
family. whereas if there were unhappiness or disorganization within the family 
she might seek satisfaction with her friends or seclude herself from the 
family members. 
Table XXX indicates that over half of the working and non-working stu-
dents spent their time at home with some member or members of the family. 
This would seem to indicate a family cohesiveness and a feeling of security 
within the family group. About one-fourth of both groups of girls usually 
spent the time at home by themselves. Since the percentages were almost the 
same for both groups, it would seem that a part-time job does not tend to 
make a girl exclude herself more frequently from other members of the family. 
In comparing the answers of the different groups of working students as 
seen in Table XXX, the majority of them indicate that they usually spend theil 
time at home with some member or members of the family. Since the percent-
ages were almost identical in this, it would seem that the number of hours 
worked did not lessen the amount of time spent with the family for girls who 
wished to do so. More students who worked less than fifteen hours a week 
usually spent the time at home by themselves or with friends in their home. 
These answers could be a second choice of some of the girls who may have men-
tioned being with family members because their job did not take them away 
from home for as long a time as the girls who worked over fifteen hours a week 
TABLE XXX 
COMPARISON OF STUDENT GROUPS A.S TO HOW 
THEY SPEND THEIR TIME AT HOP.lE 
, 
When at home Non-Working 1 Working 15 Hour 
you usually Students 1 Students Workers 
spend most of Num- Per I Num- Per Num- Per 
your time: ber Cent J ber Cent ber Cent 
a) by yourself 55 28.9 51 27.8 21 30.5 
b) On the phonE 12 6.3 11 6.0 1 1.4 
c) with some 
member or 
members of 
the family 113 59.4 106 57.5 40 57.9 
d) wi th friends 
at your home 10 5.3 15 8.2 7 10.1 
Total 190 99.9 183 99.9 69 99.9 
15+ Hour 25+ Hour 
Workers Workers 
Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent 
29 26.8 1 16.6 
10 9.3 0 .. _--,.. 
62 57.4 4 66.7 
7 6.4 1 16.7 
108 99.9 6 ra-OO•1 
Having examined how an individual student usually spends her time at 
home, the next question asked sought to obtain information as to various 
types of group action each girl's family participated in when at home together. 
It was presumed that in these group activities could be seen a pattern of 
family unity that would indicate satisfaction with the home environment and 
thus afford a better sense of security among the members. Table XXXI indi-
cates the activity pattern of the students' families when they are at home 
together. Only a third of both groups of families were able to eat the even-
ing meal together, which would indicate an absence of some members of the 
family at meal time. Since 5 per cent less of the working students' families 
eat together, this may be an indication that some of the jobs of the student-
workers kept them away from the family at meal time. 
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The families of the working students seemed to increase in membership 
for the watching ot TV. This 5 per cent increase may indicate that the TV 
watching is done later in the evening and that more members have arrived by 
that time and join the viewers. On the other hand, 35 per cent of families 
of the non-working students have the evening meal together, but 33 per cent 
watch TV together. It would have been useful to have known whether the TV 
watching was before or after the meal to ascertain whether members joined 
or left the family group in this activity. 
Percentages in both groups indicate that there was little discussion 
of family matters nor a quick decision of the family to do soaething together. 
About an equal number of each group (18 per cent) stated that members sepa-
rate and do things by themselves. This may indicate a disunity or disatis-
faction with a family organization by certain members or it may be that cer-
tain members have work that can be done better in solitude--such as homework. 
Table XXXI does not present a pattern of family activity that would in-
dicate a high percentage of family unity and satisfaction among the members. 
Perhaps the items listed were not adequate nor appropriate indications of how 
contemporary families spend the time together. It is also possible that with 
different members of the family belonging to a number of social organizations 
there is a constant going and coming of members each evening, but that this 
does not necessarily cause any of the family to feel less a part of the fam·· 
ily organization. 
A third question sought to discover with whom students usu l1ly discuss-
ed their personal problems. It was assumed that if they felt secure within 
their own family they would seek guidance from some family member. There 
was the possibility that a student holding a part-time job may have done so 
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to escape an unpleasant family situation and this could be somewhat ,discern-
ad in the persons such a girl might consult for counsel in her personal prob-
lems. Also having a part-time job might tend to ~ithdraw a girl from close 
family participation and divert her interests to fostering closer ties with 
with persons outside the family. In such instances, these girls would seek 
confidants in non-family members. 
TABLE XXXI 
COMPARISON OF STUDENT GROUPS AS TO HOW THEIR 
FAMILIES SP;;;ND THEIR TIME AT HOME TOO ETHER 
When the family . Non-Working Working 15 Hour 15+ Hour 
is at home together Students ' Students Workers Workers 
do they usually: Num- Per Num-' Per Num .. Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
a) Watch TV to-
gether 82 33.1 93 35.4 33 32.3 57 38.2 
b) Eat evening 
meal together 87 35.1 79 30.1 34 33.3 42 28.2 
c) Discuss family 
matters 25 10.1 36 13.4 13 12.7 21 14.1 
d) Decide on the 
spur of the mom-
ent to do some-
thing together 9 3.6 9 3.4 4 3.9 3 2.0 
e) Separate and do 
things by them-
selves 45 18.1 46 17.6 18 17.7 26 17.4 











From the total number of responses in each column of Table XXXII, it was 
apparent that the respondents did not always choose the same person for con-
sultation. Both groups indicate that they most frequently discussed a per-
sonal problem with one of their parente. (40 per cent). More non-working 
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students (7 per cent) did this than did working students. It was not too 
surprising to note that the next frequent category (25 per cent) was talking 
to a girl friend. More working students (3 per cent) consulted their girl 
friends than did the non-working students which might indicate these girls 
had found feminine friends at work, perhaps older, with whom they could talk. 
A third source of consultation seemed to be boy friends (12 per cent) 
for the working students and a sister or brother (11 per cent) for the non -
working students. Very few students indicated that they had any other adult 
friend in whom they confided. 
The similarity of percentages for both groups of students would seem to 
suggest that working students did not seek an escape from an unpleasant family 
situation in a part-time job, since an almost equal number of working students 
confided in some member of the family. However, there is an indication that 
they more often discu88ed personal problems with friends than did the non-
working students. Whether this was an indication of feeling less secure in 
their family or less satisfaction with family members or a development of 
self-expression through work experience is not known. 
Table XXXII indicates that the number of hours worked did not drastic-
ally change the sources of consultation for students with personal problems. 
It might be assumed that those working the most hours away from home would 
feel less inclined to confide in members of their family. However, 4 per 
cent more fifteen-hour workers cOl.tided in one or both parents, but 4 per 
cent more of the over-fifteen-hour wor!:ers confided i~ a brother or sister, 
Which meant that about 49 per cent of ooth groups of workers confided in some 
member of the family thus indicating a feelinz of secur;ty within their family_ 
The next most frequent source of cooaultation was a girl friend and after that 
a boy friend. In both instances, the percentages were similar for both 
groups of working students. Very few girls in both groups stated that they 
confided in an adult friend. These answers would suggest that the number 
of hours worked did not hamper a student from confiding in members of her 
family. 
When you have a 
personal problem 
you usually talk 
it over with: 
a) Your parents 
b) Your mother or 
father 
c) A sister or 
brother 
d) An adult 
friend 
e) A girl friend 
f) Your boy 
friend 




COMPARISON OF STUDENT GROUPS AS TO THE DISCUSSING 
OF PERSONAL PROBLBMS 
Non-Working -Working ·15 Hour 15+ Hour 
Students Students Workers Workers 
Num- Per Num"f Per Num .. Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber! Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
18 8.2 16 7.2 7 7.9 8 6.4 
83 37.9 71 32.1 30 33.7 39 31.2 
24 11.0 21 9.5 7 7.9 14 11.2 
9 4.1 13 5.9 5 5.6 8 6.4 
54 24.6 60 27.2 22 24.7 36 28.8 
18 8.2 2? 12.2 13 14.6 14 11.2 
13 5.9 13 5.9 5 5.6 6 5.2 








0 _ ... _-
2 28.6 
0 ..... _ .. 
2 28.6 
7 99.8 
Concluaion: The findinga of this chapter have presented the behavior 
pattern of the sample population in the ascribed status of daughter in the 
family group. The answers of the students in this section of the question-
naire revealed to some degree the interaction pattern existing between the 
O~. 
daughter and her parents and how much a part-time job affected this inter-
action. The behavior of the daughter was based on expectations her parents 
had for her within the selected variables of authority, responsibility, cohe-
siveness, and security and were measured in terms of the girl's responses to 
the questionnaire. It was assumed that the amount of acceptance a girl dis-
played in regard to parental expectations would indicate how well she fulfill-
ed her role in her family. By comparing the behavior of the students who 
worked and those who did not work, it was possible to determine the effects 
of a part-time job on the family role function. 
According to these findings the first hypothesis, "High school girls who 
hold part-time jobs during the school year are not able to fulfill satisfact-
orily their role function in the family group of which they are a member," 
is not supported by the evidence of this chapter, since the fulfilling of 
their role was based on their acceptance of parental expectations based on 
the variables of respect for authority, responsibility, and cohesiveness. 
There was great similarity in all the responses to this section of the questio 
naire between students who worked and students who did not work. Slightly 
more working students indicated that they were always expected to meet certain 
parental demands pertaining to their social life. In regard to accepting 
certain responsibilities around the home, the working students were not ex-
cused from any of the household tasks listed, but instead were usuallz ex-
pected to do their share. It seems that not all families expect the same 
amount of participation in certain rituals and social events. The variation 
in cohesiveness in these situations was almost identical for both groups of 
stUdents and was due not to the effects of a part-time job, but to the dif-
ference in the cultural background of the families. 
Since working students indicated a high degree of acceptance of parent-
al expectations in various family situations, it can be assumed that a part-
time job does not adversely affect a student's role function in her family 
group. These findings are illustrated in Figure ,. 
The second hypothesis, "Those senior girls who are working more hours 
per week will experience greater difficulty in fulfilling their role function 
in their family group than those seniors working less hours per week," is 
also not supported by the data. 
Parental expectations were demanding for all groups of working students, 
but girls working over fifteen hours a week were usua1l1 expected to obey 
these, while girls working less than fifteen hours a week were more often 
always expected to obey in the situations listed. The amount of hours work-
ed each week did not lessen the share of housework a girl was expected tp do 
in her home. Parental demands were stricter with the girls who worked be-
tween fifteen and twenty-five hours a week. However, these girls were not 
expected to participate in certain social situations within the family to as 
great an extent as were the girls who worked less than fifteen hours a week. 
These comparisons are illustrated in Figure 4. 
The third hypothesis can also be applied to this chapter, "Senior girls 
who are not working during the school year should evince more active role 
involvement in their family group." By more active role involvement would 
be meant a greater response to parental expectations on the part of the 
daughter. In regard to authority, non-working students had lower percentages 
in always meeting parental demands than did the working seniors, but in help-
ing with household tasks the non-working students were more often always ex-
pected to perform these. In three out of the six family situations cited to 
Obedience 
Going out told to parents 
Curtew set by parents 
Permission to use car 
Use ot money 
Late arrival told 
Re!l20nsibilitl 
Bedroom in order 
Care of clothes 
Household jobs 
Selection of clothes 
Cohesiveness 
Family social affairs 
Entertaining relatives 
Sunday dinner 
Family meal prayers 
Family birthdays 
Family discussions 
n - not working 
w - working 
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FIGURE 4 
COMPARISON OF WORKING STUDENTS ON 
DEGREE OF ACCEPTANCE OF OBEDIENCE TO PARENTAL EXPECTATIONS 
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measure a family's cohesiveness, the non·working students indicated a slight-
ly higher percentage of participation than the working students. The margins 
of per cent in all cases were extremely small and indicated that the non-work-
ing seniors evinced a slightly more active role involvement in their families 
baaed on their acceptance of the expectations of their family along certain 
variables. 
The first corollary stated "that since the student worker is often not 
with her family for meals, socialization, or to help with household tasks she 
assumes the role of boarder rather than that of daughter. With more economic 
independence, she expects less authoritative directives from her parents." 
The evidence seems to be that working students do not resent parental author-
ity more than do non·working students, even when it extends into the tender 
area of their social life, since the working students indicated a more exact-
ing degree of obedience to parental expectations than did the non-working 
students. Among the working students 93 per cent were expected to keep their 
bedroom and personal belongings in order; 55 per cent were regularly expected 
to help with the washing and ironing of their own clothes; and 72 per cent 
were responsible for some general household jobs each week. Working students 
participated in certain family situations almost as frequently as the non-
working students. More working students indicated that they were expected 
to be present for the main meal on Sunday and that they enjoyed attending 
social affairs as a family. 
The findings of this chapter would seem to indicate that the parents 
of seniors in the sample school held high expectations for their daughters 
in regard to: the authority of parents; a sense of responsibility in help-
ing with household tasks; and participation in family social customs. It 
would seem that the vast majority of the daughters usually accepted these 
high expectations. A part-time job did not seem to alter these expectations 
for the working students in any noticeable way nor did a part-time job seem 
to hinder the working students in the fulfillment of their role function in 
their family. 
By combining the percentages g1 ven in the always and usually columns of 
Tables XXIV and XXIX, it was possible to illustrate the regular pattern of 
acceptance of parental expectations between the working and non-working 
students as seen in Figure 3 and between the various groups of working stu-
dents as shown in Figure 4. The close correlation between the groups was 
quite evident and was no doubt due to the fact that the parental expectations 
were those of middle class American parents who place a high value on train-
ing their daughters in obedience, responsibility and family participation 
and do not let the holding of a part-time job alter these expectations in 
any considerable way. 
The next chapter will consider the functioning of the school role of 
the working students and the non-working students in the sample and the ef-
fects of a part-time job on this role function. 
CHAPTER V 
THE SCHOOL ROLE AND THE PART-TIME JOB 
Schools are formal organizations which have as their principal function 
the transferring of the knowledge, customs, and ideals of a culture to their 
population. In this formal structure the participants have the achieved 
status of student, and the role function of developing their physical, mental, 
social and moral powers in a balanced way so that they may use fully their 
own capabilities and at the same time become useful and well-adjusted mem-
bers of society. Since all learning is essentially social, most schools 
stress both interpersonal competition and cooperation. The former is found 
in strong rivalry for rewards, such as grades for academic achievement, and 
the latter through stress on group spirit and interaction with adults and 
peers in academic situations. 
This chapter will present the answers of the respondents to Part III of 
ttds questionnaire dealing with items pertaining to the performance of the 
school role and the effects of a part-time job on the functioning of that 
role. The variables to be measured will be: academic achievement; academic 
assignments; student-teacher relationships; extra curricular participation; 
and post graduation plans. The questions were so worded that they measured 
the actual behavior of the respondent in each situation, rather than what 
the person was expected to do. as in the preceding section pertaining to the 
family role function. It can be assumed that when the respondents indicated 
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how they performed in certain situations within the school group, they were 
to some degree indicating their expectations for behavior in that situation. 
These expectations may have been baaed on expectations of their parents in 
their regard, the traditional policies of the school they were attending, the 
attitudes and values of the faculty or student body or both. 
To determine academic achievement in the senior class the respondents 
were asked to give their rank in class at the end of junior year. Since this 
rank was an average of all the semester grades received in the first three 
years of high school, it was telt that it should be an accurate indication 
of the students' ability, application, and scholastic achievement for these 
three years. The rank in class was received with the tinal report card at 
the completion of the school year in June. The tollowing November, the stu-
dents were asked to give their rank in class in answering the questionnaire. 
With the lapse of time, it was possible that some of the stUdents forgot the 
exact rank in class and only gave an approximate number. 
Table XXXIII indicated some lapse of memory because of the small number 
of students in both groups, 17.1 per cent of non-working seniors and 25.1 per 
cent of the working seniors, who stated that their rank had been in the lower 
third of the class, whereas mathematically, 33.0 per cent of the total for 
both groups should have been in the lower third. Slightly more of the non-
working students, 2.9 per cent, stated that they were in the upper third of 
their class and an even larger percentage of non-working students, 5.2 per 
cent claimed that they were in the middle third, while more of the working 
students, 8.0 per cent placed their rank in the lower third of the class. 
This table would indicate that the non-working students claimed better aca-
demic achievement for their first three years in high school than did the 
~. 
working students, if the given rank in class were accurate. There is a pos-
sibility that some of the girls working in senior year were also working dur-
ing their junior year in high school and that their part-time job affected 
the semester grades in junior year and thus affected the total mark based on 
all semesters in high school. 
A high percentage of the students who worked less than fifteen hours a 
week, 16.0 per cent, claimed that they were in the upper third of their class, 
whereas a small percentage of the students working over fifteen hours a week, 
9.0 per cent more, claimed that they were in the middle third of their class. 
This comparison would indicate that the girls who worked the least amount of 
hours each week had better achievement in their first three years in high 
school, if the ranks in class indicated were accurate. If not accurate, it 
is possible that the students answered this question according to their own 
expectations of what their rank-in-class should have been and not what it 
actually was at the end of their junior year in high school. 
The next question sought to ascertain whether the respondents felt that 
their rank-in-class at the end of the junior year corresponded to their men-
tal ability. Since there is a rivalry among students for grades, there is 
also the possibility that in seeking high achievement some students will 
drive themselves to the utmost of their own native abilitya There is also 
the possibility that some students will not be challenged academically and 
never work to capacity. This second question sought to obtain such informa-
tiona Again there was similarity in the positive and negative responses of 
both groups. Table XXXIV indicates that 6.1 per cent of the non-working 
Seniors felt that their rank-in-class corresponded with their mental ability 




JUNIOR YEAR RANK CLAIMED IN CLA3S OF SM1PLE POPULATION 
Rank in class Total Total Less than -15-25 Over 25 
at end of Junior Not 't!orking Working 15 hours Hours Hours 
year Num- Per Num- Per N'Jm- Per Num..l Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber :~ent ber Cent ber Cent 
a) Upper Third 71 40.6 66 37.7 31 47.7 33 31.7 2 33.3 
b) Middle Third 74 42.3 65 37.1 21 32.3 43 41 • .3 1 16.7 
c) Lower Third 30 17.1 44 25.1 13 20.0 28 26.9 3 50.0 
Total 175 100.0 175 99.9 65 100.0 104 99.9 6 1100.0 
Since a larger p~rcentage of the non-working seniors, 3.4 per cent, felt 
that they were working to capacity this might indicate that the working stu-
dents felt that there was some factor preventing their achieving to their full 
capacity. This factor could have been that they were working in their junior 
year. It might also have stemmed from high expectations that they had of 
their own mental ability or the dissatisfaction of their parents or teachers 
with their academic achievement in their courses thus far. 
More of the girls working less than fifteen hours a week. 3.3 per cent, 
were satisfied with their rank-in-class corresponding to their mental ability 
than the girls working over fifteen hours a week. This would seem to indicate 
that for these groups too, there was an unknown factor preventing the girls 
who worked more hours per week from attaining their full capacity. 
To measure academic achievement in senior year rather than in previous 
years, the prevailing mark on the student's report card for senior year was 
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obtained. The first report card was distributed several weeks before the 
questionnaire was administered, and it was presumed that the answers would 
be more accurate than those relating to the rank-in-class and thus give a 
better indication as to the ability and achievement of the working and non-
working students. 
Non-working students, as indicated in Table XXXV, clearly claimed higher 
grades for the first quarter with 66.4 per cent having a predominance of A's 
and B's and only 43.0 per cent of the working students having A's and B's. 
More of the working students, 10.3 per cent claimed a predominance of Cts on 
their first report than did the non-working students. There is no reason to 
believe that the intellectual abilities of girls who were working and girls 
who were not working should differ to any considerable degree. It is unfor-
tunate that the I.Q's of the girls could not have been obtained at this time. 
However, there is evidence here, assuming I.Q. to be constant, that a part-
time job did affect the achievement of the working seniors as indicated by 
the smaller number of students achieving A's and S's on their first Senior 
report card. 
The pattern for the two working groups bears about the same relationship 
as for the two other groups just compared. More of the students working less 
than fifteen hours a week, 11.5 per cent, claimed to have a predominance of 
A's and B's on their first senior report card; while more of the girls work-
ing over fifteen hours a week, 3.1 per cent, had a predominance of ets. 
This would seem to indicate that not only a part-time job affected academic 
achievement, but also the number of hours worked. Again considering I.Q. as 
being relatively constant, there is evidence that those students working more 
hours each week were not able to claim as high an achievement as those working 
93. 
less hours per week. 
TABLE XXXV 
:F'IHST QUA.RTER RE."PORT CARD !"!~RKS OJt SAr1PL2 POPULATION 
Report card Total . Total Less than 15-25 .Over 25 
marks for first Non-working !forking 15 hours Hours Hours 
quarter NUII- Per Num Per NUII- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent bert Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
I 
A's 26 13.8 121 6.6 8 11.8 4 3.8 0 _ .. --
B's 80 42.6 70 38.7 28 41.2 40 37.7 2 28.6 
C's 67 35.6 83 45.9 30 44.1 SO 47.2 3 42.8 










Total 188 100.0 181 oo.c t:3 100.0 106 00.0 7 100.0 
Besides the variable of academic achievement, academic assignments was 
selected to measure the difference in role function within the school group 
between students who worked and students who did not work. One of the neces-
sary concomitants of all educationis the assignment demanded by the class 
teacher. Whether it be the short range assignment, familiarly known as "home-
work" and to be completed ,.,ithin a limited span Cit time or the tonger n6sign-
ment, known by a variety of names such as "research work". "term paper" or 
"long tem ll , and to be thought out and prepared over a longer period of time, 
the assignment demands work, time, and interest on the part of the student. 
Within the sample school, class periods are fifty-five minutes long allowing 
for a short study period at the end of each class period according to the 
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plan of the subject teacher. Besides these short studies, most students 
have one full study period at least several times a week. It is assumed 
that whatever assi~~ents are not completed in school will be finished out 
of school in time for the deadline set for them. The amount of time stu-
dents in the sample spent on homework assignments outside of school time, 
therefore, should be an indication of the student's expectation of his role 
as a student, and this aspect of the role in particular should be affected 
by the work role. 
Table XXXVI indicates that more non-working seniors, 26.9 per cent 
claimed that they spent over three hours daily on homework assignments. A 
larger percentage of non-working seniors, 38.9 per cent, than working senior~ 
stated that they spent more than two hours but less than three hours on 
daily assignments. While more of the working seniors, 36.0 per cent, spent 
less than two hours a day on homework. As in several preceding questions, 
the percentage of the two working groups being compared were very similar to 
the pattern of the total groups of students in the sample. The birls work-
ing less than fifteen hours a week seemed to have the most time to spend on 
homework, since 21.5 per cent of this group claimed to spend over three 
hours daily on their assignments and 40.0 per cent of the same group devoted 
two but less than three hours a day to homework. 
All students in the sample claimed to spend some time out of school on 
their daily assignments, but since more of the non-working students stated 
that they spent over two hours a day on such work and more of the girls work-
ing less than fifteen hours a week were able to devote more of their time to 
their daily homework assignments, there is evidence that a part-time job and 
the number of hours worked did affect the amount of time students could spend 
on their daily assignments. 
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Besides daily assignments, a number of faculty members assign certain 
types of long range assignments that demand thought. preparation, and pro-
duction over a period of time. The type of assignment, the time interval, 
as well as the grading of it are left to the prerogative of the individual 
teacher. Because of these differences, it was difficult to construct a 
question that would measure the quality of long-range assignments students 
had done or were doing. The final format of this question related the quan-
tity and quality of perfo~ance to the given mark. 
It is clearly evident from the data in Table XXXVII that more non-work-
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ing students, 32.6 per cent, aspire to A level in their long-range assignments 
while equivalently reversed patterns were evident on a Band C level as indi-
cators of achievement in long-range assignments for working students. Again 
this same picture was true of the two groups of working students, where a 
large percentage of girls working less than fifteen hours a week, 30.8 per 
cent, claimed to do A level long-range assignments and an equivalent number 
of stUdents working over fifteen hours a week accomplished assignments on a 
Band C level. These data would indicate that a part-time job and the number 
of hours worked limited the working students in the amount and quality of 
long-range assignments they were able to accomplish. 
Amount of 
additional 












AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL ASSIG~~TS ACCOMPLISHED BY 
SIMPLE POPULATION 
Total Total Less than 15-25 hrs. 
Not Working Working 15 brs. worked 
worked 
Num- Per Nu",- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
26 14.9 35 20.0 8 12.3 26 25.0 
92 52.6 104 59.5 37 56.9 63 60.6 
57 32.6 36 20.6 20 30.8 15 14.4 
175 100.1 175 100.1 65 100.0 104 100.0 








Student-teacher relationships play an important role in the functioning 
of any school group. Students in secondary schools are not as dependent on 
s 
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their teachers as are those in the elementary school, nor are they in as fre-
quent contact, since it is customary to have a teacher for only one class 
period. However, this is not true of the homeroom teacher who meets her group 
several times in the course of a day or of class teachers who may be moderating 
extra-curricular activities. With the rapid increase in student population, 
most Catholic schools have enlarged their faculty with lay teachers. In the 
sample school the ratio of religious teachers to lay teachers is four to one, 
and most of the students in the course of their years in school have had or do 
have at least one lay teacher for one of their classes as a homeroom teacher. 
As a group the religious faculty is older than the lay faculty since most of 
the latter started to teach at the sample school shortly after their gradua-
tion from college. It was assumed that the students would differ in their 
relationship to the lay faculty and the religious faculty because of the dif-
ference in age. vocation, and experience of both groups of teachers. It was 
also assumed that interest in a part-time job might make the working students 
indifferent to their classes and in their attitude toward all their teachers. 
Contrary to expectations a part-tiQe job seemed to exert little influ-
ence on the students in their behavior in class and toward members of the 
faculty, as indicated in Table XXXVIII. Over 80.0 per cent of both groups 
of students indicated that they were co-operative in class and friendly out-
side of class to both their religious and lay teachers. More of the working 
stUdent 86.9 per cent, indicated this co-operative and friendly attitude to 
religious teachers than did the non-working stUdents. However, this latter 
group were more numerous, 88.0 per cent. in being co-operative in class and 
friendly with lay teachers outside of class, while less of the working seniors 
81.7 per cent indicated this. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
BEllA VIOR OF STUDENTS IN SAMPLE POPULATION 
TOWARD FACULTY MEMBERS 
t Toward Re 1. Facule~ Toward Lay FacultI 
I Total Total Total Total 
Student behavior Not Working Working Not Ylork~ Worki.l!& 
toward faculty NUll- Per Num- Per Num-l Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber J Cent ber Cent 
J 
! 
a) CO-OPt in ! 
class but 
aloof out-
side of class 12 6.9 11 6.3 9 5.1 15 8.6 
b) Co-op. in 
class and 
friendly out-
side of class 145 82.9 152 86.9 154 88.0 143 81.7 
c) Indifferent 
in class and 
aloof outside 
of class 4 2.3 1 .6 2 1.1 2 1.1 
d) Indifferent in 
class and 
friendly out-
side of class 12 6.9 9 5.1 8 4.6 11 6.3 
e) List any other 2 1.1 2 1.1 2 1.1 4 2.3 
Total 175 100.1 175 100.0 175 99.9 175 100.0 
In comparing the various groups of working students in their behavior 
toward their religious and lay teachers in class and outside of class as seen 
in Table XXXIX, again the great majority of Seniors indicated in high percent-
ages, that they were co-operative in class and friendly outside of class to-
ward their teachers. However, slightly more of the students working less than 
~. 
fifteen hours a week, stated that they were co-operative in class and friend-
ly outside of class toward both their religious and lay teachers than did 
the students working more hours per week. More of the girls working over 
fifteen hours a week noted an indifference in class but a friendliness out-
side of class toward their religious teachers, 6.7 per cent, and toward their 
lay teachers, 7.7 per cent. 
In analyzing the student role in the school group, the relationship of 
the students to their teachers seemed to show the least degree of difference. 
This may be due to the fact that there was no time element involved in this 
question. It was merely a case of attendance at class and of greeting a 
teacher outside of class. Since this is a school custom to be courteous to 
teachers, the majority of respondents claimed that they usually did so. 
Thus it would seem that this aspect of the student role is not affected in 
any appreciable degree by a part-time job nor the number of hours worked. 
Extra-curricular activities provide students with the opportunity for 
spiritual, intellectual. and physical growth. This is according to individual 
interests and the amount of time a student can devote to such organizations 
since most extra-curricular activities are carried on after school. Table XL 
lists four large categories of extra-curricular activities at the sample school 
and the participation rate of the sample population in such activities. 
Almost an equally large number of both groups of students working, 24.0 
per cent, and non-working, 23.0 per cent, list music as an extra curricular 
activity. This is possible because this is the one extra-curricular activity 
that meets regularly during school time, and the members give up several study 
periods a week to rehearse with the chorus or orchestra. A larger number of 
working students, 29.6 per cent, than non-working students, 23.0 per cent, 
,student 
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indicated sports as an extra-curricular activity. This probably means they 
have membership in "The Girls' Athletic Association" with the privilege of 
using the gym 'one evening after school, if they so wish. Since very few upper 
classaen avail themselves of this privilege, membership in the GAA does not 
necessarily entail time after school. More non-working students, 47.7 per 
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cent, than working students, 41.2 per cent stated membership in school clubs. 
Since most of these clubs meet after school, it would be understandable why 
more non-working students would be able to join them, although it is inter-
esting to note the large number of working students who indicated club mem-
bership. However, this club membership also includes the language clubs that 
meet wi thin a class period. A part-time job seemed to lI'J.ke 1:1 ttle difference 
in extra-curricular participation for working students Ifhen it did not entail 
time after school, as indicated by the 53.0 per cent of working students who 
participated in music and sports. 
The working students claimed an almost identical pattern of participa-
tion in extra-curricular activities as indicated in Table XL. About an equal 
number of students participated in music, 23.0 per cent, and sports, 29.0 per 
cent, two organizations that do not regularly demand time after school. 
Since 40 per cent of all working students held membership in school clubs, 
it would seem that the number of hours worked did not affect this type of 
extra-curricular activity either. There is no indication in Table XL of the 
actual percentage of the student body participating in extra-curricular 
activities. It is possible that some girls in both groups do not belong to 
any such activities and that some girls belong to several activities. In 
any case it is an indication of a £irl's interests and expectations of her 
own and her friends' as to what organizations she will devote extra time to 
in her school group. 
Having ascertained the type of extra-curricular activities the students 
in the sample school had joined, the next table recorded the amount of time 











"SAMPLE POPULATIONS' PARTICIPATION 
IN EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
Total TQtal Less than 15-25 
Not Working 15 hours hours 
Working Worked Worked 
Num- . Per Num- Per Num- Per Num .. Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
14 6.3 12 5.1 7 6.5 5 4.2 
51 23.0 56 24.0 25 23.4 30 25.4 
51 23.0 69 29.6 31 29.0 35 29.7 
106 47.7 96 41.2 44 41.1 48 40.7 
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can be assumed that with a part-time job a working senior would not be able to 
devote as much time to such participation as could a non-working Senior and 
that the amount of hours worked would hinder more active participation in 
extra-curricular activities. 
A larger percentage of non-working students, 24.7 per cent, claimed that 
they devoted over four hours each week to extra-curricular activities, while 
a few more of the working seniors, 21.6 per cent, spent from two to four hours 
each week in after school activities. However, the largest totals for both 
groups included students who gave a minimal amount of time, from none to two 
hours weekly, to extra-curriculars. Table XLI indicates that time is an import· 
ant element in extra-curricular activities, and that both groups of students 
have the majority of their members devoting just a minimum of time to extra-
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curriculars. A part-time job is no doubt the limiting factor in the case of 
the working students, but some other element must account for the non-working 
students. 
More of the students who worked over fifteen hours a week, 13.7 per cent, 
claimed that they spent over four hours a week on extra-curriculars. However, 
twice as many of the less than fifteen hour a week workers, 30.2 per cent, 
were able to devote from two to four hours weekly to extra-curricular activity. 
A large number of both groups of working students also gave a minimum of time 
to such activity, but more of the over fifteen hour workers. 70.0 per cent, 
did so. Since 30.2 per cent more of the less than fifteen hour workers spent 
over two hours weekly in extra-curriculars, it would seem that the number of 
hours work affected the time that a working student could devote to such 
activities. Since about twenty-tive students in each group did not answer 
this question, this would seem to indicate that these non-respondents did no 
participating in extra-curriculars and thus missed an important element in 
their school role function. 
The next question presumed that there were some students in the senior 
class of the sample school who would not be participating in extra-curricular 
activities and thus were missing an enriching experience in the tunctioning 
of the school role. The answers given to the question endeavored to establish 
reasons for this lack of participation based on a student's interest and the 
amount of time available to her after school. In these questions pertaining 
to extra-curricular activities. the totals indicated that not all of the girls 
answered them. Consequently, the percentage had to be based on the number of 
actual respondents. 
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AFTER SCHOOL TIME DENOTED TO EXTRA-CURRICULAR 
ACTIVITIES BY SAMPLE POPULATION 
Total r Total f Less than 1.5-25 
Not : Working 15 hours hours 
Working I ; Worked Worked 
Num- Per I Num- Per ~Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent' ber Cent 1 ber Cent ber Cent 
I 
85 56.7 98 66.21 57 58.7 56 70.0 
I 
28 18.7 32 21.61 
I 
19 30.2 13 16.3 
37 24.7 18 12.2 7 11.1 11 13.7 
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terested in extra-curricular activities. but had no time. This would seem 
to indicate that a part-time job limited the amount of time a working stud-
ent could devote to such activity. But over fifty per cent of the non-work-
ing students stated that they too, were interested but had no time, which 
would seem that some of the non-working students must have had some after-
school commitments too. However. more of the non-working students. 26.3 per 
cent. stated that they had time for extra-curricu1ars but were not interested. 
Would their lack of interest stem from the type of extra-curriculars available 
in the school group or from the type of activities they engaged in after 
school outside of the school group? For the working students. then, it was 
lack of time rather than interest that limited their amount of participation 
in extra-curricular activities. and in this a part-time job affected this 
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phase of a student's role in her school group. 
Among the working students, 72.6 per cent more of the students who work-
ed over fifteen hours a week claimed that they were interested in extra-cur-
ricular p~rticipation but had no time. Almost twice as many students who 
worked less than fifteen hours a week had time for extra-curriculars, but 
were not interested. TIlis table would seem to indicate that although time 
is an important element in the joining of extra-curricular activities in the 
school group, interest is important too. Many of the students who had time 
would not join because of a lack of interest and vice a versa. So it can be 
stated that in certain instances a part-time job and the number of hours work-











d) Any others 
Total 
TABLE XLII 
STUDENTS' REASONS FOR LIMITED EXTRA-
CURRICULAR PARTICIPATION 
Total Total Less then >·15-25 
Not Working 15 hours hours 
Working Worked 
Num- ~ Per Hum- Per Num-~ Per Num Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber ~Cent ber Cent 
\ 
1 
26 26.3 9 7.6 4 I 12.9 5 6.0 
12 12.1 23 19.3 4 12.9 17 20.2 
52 53.5 82 68.9 19 61.3 61 72.6 
8 8.1 5 4.2 4 12.9 1 1.2 












Graduation flam high school supposes that the students have somewhat 
developed their various capabilities through their role function within the 
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school group and are prepared to become useful members of society as they 
pursue a job, more formal education or make their choice of a vocation in 
life. One of the final questions in the school group section of the question-
naire dealt with post-graduation plans of the respondents. 
Since working students had some experience in the business world and 
a certain amount of economic independence, it was assumed that they would 
not be as interested, as non-working students, in continuing their formal 
education after graduation from high school. 
From the total scores in each column of Table XLIII, it can be noted 
that some of the respondents checked more than one answer as indicative of 
their future plans. As in the other tables a close relationship is again 
apparent in the responses of the different group of students. 
Table XLIII indicates that more of the non-working students, 80.2 per 
cent, than the working students, 61.7 per cent, plan on further education 
after graduation from high school. Also more of the non-working students, 
24.5 per cent, plan on attending a secular or Catholic college, while more 
of the working students, 8.3 per cent, mentioned their plans of attending 
Chicago Teachers' College or a business school. This would seem to indicate 
that the working stUdents were limited in the type of higher education they 
could receive after graduation or the type of education they were interested 
in pursuing. More of the working students, 10.7 per cent, planned on a job 
and some night school work after graduation. Whether a part-time job, lack 
of expectation for achievement in college, or lack of money was the pertin-
ent factor in the future plans of the working stUdents was not indicated. 
There seems to be an expectancy of some form of further education on the part 
of the working students since so few of them mentioned a full time job as 
107. 
their definite plan after f~aduation. 
The groups of working students seem to follow about the same pattern as 
the other groups, with 19.6 per cent more of those working less than fifteen 
hours a week planning to attend a Catholic or secular college after graduation 
from high school. More of the girls working over fifteen hours a week, 8.3 
per cent, planned on a formal education that would prepare them for a definite 
career. More of the students working over fifteen hours a week, 15.4 per cent 
stated that they planned on getting a job after graduation and a number of 
these mentioned that they would also attend night school. 
From the data presented in Table XLIII, it would seem that the aspira-
tions of students who are working are not as orientated toward more formal 
graduation after high school as the non-working students. For those working 
students who were planning on more education, it was a less expensive form 
of education and one that would prepare them for a definite career. Since 
working students were not able to spend as much time on daily homework and 
long-range assignments, it is possible that they did not feel that they would 
do as well in a liberal arts college. However, since this question was answer 
ed around Thanksgiving time, it is possible that the plans of many of the 
seniors will change before graduation in June. The large totals in Table 
XLIII indicate that some respondents checked several answers. 
Conclusion: The findings of this chapter have presented the behavior 
pattern of the sample population in the achieved status of student in the 
school group_ The answers of the students in this section of the question -
naire revealed how well they performed their student role as measured by cer-
tain variables. These selected variables were: academic achievement as indi-
cated by the rank-in-class for junior year and the marks of the first report 
108. 
TABLE XLIII 
POST-GRADUATION P~\NS OF THE SAMPLE POPULATION 
Plans of Total Total Less than 15-25 :Over 25 
Seniors after Not 'lliorking 15 hours hours hours 
graduation Workinp; Worked Worked Worked 
Num-f Per Num .. Per Num ... Per N~1 Per Num- Per ber ~ Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
; 
a) Catholic 
college 70 37.8 53 27.0 26 36.6 26 22.2 1 12.5 
b) Secular 
college 37 30.0 32 16.3 14 19.7 17 14.5 1 12.5 
c) C.T.C. 23 12.4 36 18.4 10 14.1 26 22.2 0 -_ ..... 
d) Business 
school 11 5.9 16 8.2 9 12.7 6 5.1 1 12.5 
e) Job and 
night school 10 5.4 21 10.7 5 7.1 15 12.8 1 12.5 
f) Job 20 10.8 23 11.7 4 5.6 18 15.4 1 12.5 
g) Religious 
order 6 3.2 5 2.6 2 2.8 2 1.7 1 12.5 
h) Ma.rry 8 4.4 10 5.1 1 1.4 7 6.0 2 25.0 
Total 185 99.9 196 JDO.O 71 100.0 117 99.9 8 100.0 
card for senior year; academic achievement as noted in the time devoted to 
daily homework and the quality and quantity of long-range assignments; student 
teacher relationships as evidenced by student conduct in class and behavior 
toward lay teachers and religious teachers outside of class; extra-curricular 
participation as noted in the various types of student organizations seniors 
joined and the amount of time devoted to such organizations after school; and 
lastly in post graduation plans as an indication of interest in continued for-
mal education after graduation from high school. 
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This behavior of the students in the school group was compared for not-
able likenesses or differences between students who did work during the senior 
year in high school and those who did not hold a part-time job. The working 
students were further compared as to the number of hours worked and the ef-
fect of hours worked on the student's role function in her school group. The 
respondents did not indicate any expectations for behavior that they held or 
that others held for them in the performance of the student role in any par-
ticular situation. The dissimilarity in the behavior patterns between the 
working students and the non-working students and between the various groups 
of working students would seem to indicate a dissimilarity in expectations 
being held by the students in regard to their role performance in certain 
selected situations. There seemed to be a similarity in the pattern of res-
ponses between the total group of non-working students and the students who 
worked less than fifteen hours a week and between the total group of working 
students and the students who worked over fifteen hours a waek. 
In relating these findings to the first hypothesis of the thesis, "High 
school girls who hold part-time jobs during the school year are not able to 
fulfill satisfactorily their role function in the school group of which they 
are a member," the evidence of this chapter does indicate this where the ful-
filling of their role was based on their behavior in certain academic situa-
tions. As illustrated in Figure 5 and 6, fewer working students claimed that 
they were in the upper third of their class based on their rank-in-class at 
the end of junior year; less of the working students received A's and B's on 
their first report card for Senior year; not as many working students were ab14 
to spend more than two hours on their daily homework assignments, and fewer 
stUdents in this same group were able to accomplish long-range assignments on 
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an A level. Although working students indicated less academic achievement 
and less achievement in academic assignments, they claimed a high inter-action 
pattern with their teachers in class and outside of class, although the work-
ing students were a little more inclined toward their religious teachers than 
their lay teachers. Fewer working students were able to devote a maximum 
amount of time to extra-curricular activities, while more working students in-
dicated that they had no time but were interested in such organizations. Not 
as many working students planned on attending a liberal arts college, Catholic 
or secular after graduation, while more working students indicated their plans 
to attend a college that would fit them for a particular career. 
The preceding findings would indicate that the time devoted to a part-
time job limited the working students in certain activities within their 
school group and this limitation also hampered them in fulfilling their stu-
dent role within their school as completely as they might have wished to do. 
As to the second hypothesis which stated, "Those Seniol" girls who EIre 
working more hours per week will experience greater difficulty in fulfilling 
their role function in their school group than those Seniors working less 
hours per week," the evidence presented in this chapter does seem to agree 
with this statement and as can be seen in Figures 7 and 8, fewer seniors work-
ing over fifteen hours a week claimed that they were in the upper third of 
their class; not as many seniors in this same group received as many A's and 
B's on their first report card for senior year, which would indicate a lower 
degree of academic achievement on their part, holding I.~. constant for both 
groups of working students. Less of the over fifteen hour workers devoted two 
or more hours a day to daily homework assignments and less of this same group 
were able to accomplish A level long-range assignments. The lack of time was 
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most noticeable among this group of workers in the very small number attain-
ing A level assignments. Both groups of workers indicated a friendly inter-
action pattern between themselves and their teachers in class and outside of 
class. The over fifteen hour workers also indicated that a slightly higher 
percentage of them were able to devote over four hours a week to extra-curri-
culars and quite a large number more claimed that they were interested, but 
had no time for extra-curriculars. This would seem to indicate that if these 
students had had the time, many more ot them would have used this tree time 
to participate in extra-curriculars at school. Fewer students in the over-
fifteen hour worker-group indicated plans for full time formal education after 
graduation from high school, but about twice as many students in the same 
group stated that they planned on a job and some schooling after graduation 
from high school. Thus the findings of this chapter would indicate that the 
number of hours worked did seem to limit the girls working over fifteen hours 
a week from attaining the highest levels of achievement academically and in 
their assignments. It also seemed to limit the number who aspired to more 
formal education after high school. There was role involvement in the situa-
tions cited but hours worked seemed to limit the extent of the role involve-
ments and the interaction patterns. 
The third hypothesis can also be applied to this chapter, "Senior girls 
who are not working during the school year should evince more active role in-
volvement in their school group." More role involvement would mean a higher 
degree of participation in school activities and greater achievement in studiel! 
and in interpersonal relationships as noted in situations selected for measure-
ment in the school group. The findings of this chapter as summarized in Figure 
5 and 6 support this hypothesis since more ot the non-working stUdents mani-
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fested greater academic achievement by claiming that their rank-in-class at 
the end of junior year was in the upper thtrd class, and by noting more stu-
dents in this group with a predominance of A's and B's on their first report 
card for senior year. More non-working students were able to spend over two 
hours daily on their assignments and more of the same group were able to 
accomplish A level long-range assignments. These findings all indicate 
greater achievement in the functioning of their student role. Slightly less 
of the non-working students stated that they were not as co-operative in 
class and friendly to religious teachers outside of class as they were to 
lay teachers. However, their interaction patterns with all their teachers 
were very high and they might have felt more at ease with the lay teachers 
than with the religious teachers. More of the non-working students claimed 
that they devoted over four hours weekly to extra-curriculars, yet more of 
the non-working students who evidently did not participate indicated that 
they had time but were not interested in extra-curriculars. This lack of 
interest on the part of some of the non-working students would mean less 
role involvement in these activities on their part. This could mean that 
the type of extra-curriculars at school did not appeal to them or it could 
mean that there were other things that they did outside of school that had 
more appeal. In any case it is not a matter of time that limits the role 
involvement but a lack of interest. Many more of the non-working students 
indicated that they planned on more formal education after graduation from 
high school. This is to be expected along with their greater achievement 
in their classes and their assignments. Thus this hypothesis is supported 
to a considerable degree in the data on this matter. 
The second corollary stated, "The student worker will find that the 
demands of her part-time job will hamper her motivation to academic achieve-
ment." Table XXXV indicates that this is partly true. It did not hinder the 
working student from any motivation since over 46.0 per cent of the working 
students received CIS on their first report card for Senior year. But it 
did hinder them in attaining higher levels of achievement since less of the 
working students received A's and B's on this report card. This would seem 
to indicate that the working students were not functioning as well as they 
could in this aspect of their student role and that time spent on a part-
time job may be a contributing factor to this. 
The third corollary stated, "Increased time spent on a part-time job 
can foster slip-shod homework habits; copying, and limited time for scien-
tific and library research. Table XXXVI indicates that the working students 
did not spend as much time on their daily assignments and that this limita-
tion was no doubt due to the time spent on a part-time job. However, there 
was no indication in the answers of the respondents that there was copying 
of homework or slip-shod study habits. If this were true, it would probably 
have been indicated in the first report card marks, and a predominance of 
CIS with a number of higher marks would not indicate this. Table XXXVII also 
noted that the working students were limited in their achievement of long-
range assignments particularly on an A level. Since most long-range assign-
ments include research in libraries or laboratories, reading of books, or 
preparing of reports, all of this requires time and this is the commodity 
absorbed by a part-time job. Hence, in this aspect of school life the work-
ing student cannot fully develop in his student role. 
The fourth corollary states, itA part-time job limits the amount of time 
a Senior can give to extra-curricular activities with a lessening of allegi-
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ance to and interest in her school." Tables XL-XLI would indicate that the 
opposite is true, since an almost equal percentage of working and non-working 
students joined the various extra-curricular activities available at the 
sample school. Less of the working students were able to devote over four 
hours weekly to extra-curriculars but more participated in less than tour 
hours weekly. Less of the working students, said that they had time but 
were not interested in joining extra-curriculars, and more of the working 
students, stated that they had no time but were interested. These facts 
would seem to indicate that a part-time job did not limit a senior's inter-
est in her school and allegiance to it. It limited the amount of time she 
could give in actual participation. but not her interest, and there was an 
indication that the working students participated in as many activities as 
they could. 
The next chapter will consider the functioning of the peer group role 
of the working students and non-working students in the sample and the et-
fects of a part-time job on their role function in their peer groups. 
CHA.P1'ER VI 
THE PEER GIOOF ROLE AND TIlE PAR'l'-TIME JOB 
In a rapidly cbangiDg society. the "natural proce ... e" of eclucation in 
the tudq are no longer adequate. They haYe been suppleaented with a IIIOre 
t01'll8.11zed inetitution that is set apart troll the reet ot society and that 
coyers an eYer lODger epan ot time. because as our industrial ecollOll1 COMS 
ot age, it baa le .. aDd le .. room tor laborers and UI'18k111ed workere. and 
.ore room tor engineers and __ gera. Thus a child .at be kept in school 
lODger until he is prepared to take his place aa an adult in society. 
This setting-apart ot adolescents in school baa a sincular impact on the 
child ot high-school age. Ue ia cut off troll the rest of .ociety, forced in-
ward toward his own age group, and II&de to ca.rJ'1 out lIOre ot his aocial lite 
with others his own age. With his tellows, he COileS to conatitute a _all 
society. one that bas aost ot its important interactions withill itselt. Bis 
role function in thie aociety ot hie peers ie pertoned within the halls and 
classrooms of the echool, the teen-age canteens, the corner druc etores, the 
neighborhood enaok-shop., the automobile, an. nUilerous other sa ther1na place •• 
The value. and nol'llS ot the peer group beCOlle aore and IIOre iIIportant to the 
adole.cent and in certain situations he i. torced to chooee between the ex-
pectationa of his parente and those ot hi. peer sroup.l 
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Certain Yar1able. were choeen to .... ure the aaount ot interaction ot 
eel11.or .tuclenb in the eaaple .chool between girla and bOl. in their peer 
groupa and. the ettec* ot a part-tiM job on thi. interaction pattern. 
Other Yariable. were eelected to note the adolescents' coatond.tl to certaiJl 
&ocial practice. acceptable 18 adult &ocietJ and imitated bl adolescents in 
their sub-culture.. the etfect ot a part-tt.. job on the .. aocial practice. 
and the nuaber ot hours worked w111 also be eyaluated. 
This chapter will preeent the answers of the respondents to Part IV ot 
the queatiozma1re which clealt with ite. pertairda, to the perfol'll8.Dce ot 
the peer group role. The yariablea to De _asured will bel adoleacent 
activity atter achool. &Sea ot girl tnenda 1n the peer group, CAaracteria-
tics of girl trienGa, amount of dating, naber ot adolescenta haYiIl, the 
practice ot ateadz dating, amount ot 8IIoking in certain .ituatiolUll t1P8 ot 
alcoholic driDkinsc Mount of driDkina in certain situatioaat and frequenq 
ot certain social practices among adolescents. The questiona were eo worcle4 
that they _aaured the respondents' claia as to their behanor ill each ata-
tion, rather than what the reapondent waa expected to do. It can be aaauaed 
that when the reapondenta indicated their DehaYior 1n the .. a1tuat1ou, the, 
were indicating their own expectations for behaY10r in that a1tuatioa. The 
source of their expectations were pro_all deriyed 1I'0Il tho .. of their parente 
and teachers in the adult aociet, and tl'Oll the girls and bo,a with whOil thel' 
.. acciated in their adole.cent societ,. 
There ia not too INch U._ dun.. the school dJq for the .tudent. to 
aocialize with their friends, particular17 aince each division in the school 
has about a half-hour tor lunch. So moat socialising with peer groupe wou4 
probab17 take place atter di_iual tl'Oll .chool. It would 88ell that fewer 
working students would participate in after-school socializing since they 
would probably have to go directly from school to their part-time job, 
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The totals for Table XLIV indicate that girls in both groups of students 
do not follow the same pattern of activity each day after school. One-fourth 
of the working students go directly to work. More of the non-working stu-
dents, 47.1 per cent, go directly home after school. This may be due to the 
fact that many mothers of the non-working students worked daily or several 
times a week, as noted in Table XIV, and these girls had responsibilities in 
their homes. ~~re of the non-working students, 24.3 per cent, stayed at 
school for extra-curriculars, while about an equal amount of both groups 23.0 
per cent. stopped at snack-shops with their friends. Since 8.5 per cent more 
of the working students went directly to work or directly home after school. 
it wculd seem that a part-time job limited the amount of after-school social-
izing a teen would usually do with girl friends in her peer group. 
Many more girls who worked over fifteen hours a week, 33.6 per cent, 
went directly to work after school than did the less than fifteen-hour work-
ers. Also more of this same group, 34.4 per cent, went directly home after 
school. About an equal amount, 24.0 per cent. of both groups stopped at a 
snack shop after school. Since 25.7 per cent more of the students working 
over fifteen hours a week went directly to work or directly home after school. 
there is clear evidence in these data that the number of hours worked defini-
tely limited a student in her after-school socializing with her girl friends 
and thus she was hampered in fulfilling this aspect of her peer-group role. 
TIlis que3tion doe3 not preaent an accurat~ picture of after-sch~ol 
activities of both groups of students, because it does not indicate how often 
each week the girls engaged in the various activities listed. There is a 
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possibility that the pattern would be quite different for both groups at 
least several times a week. 
TABLE XLIV 
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The next question sought to dertye an accurate picture ot the type of 
girls the senior stUdents associated with in their peer groups. It was 
thought that working stUdents would not associate as trequently with their 
classmates, but that they would have lIlore friends who were older or were in 
other schools that they might have becoae acquainted with through their work. 
However, fable XLV notes that about an equal number of working students 
78.9 per cent, and non-working students, 79.1 per cent, indicated that they 
usually associated with girls in their own school. More non-working seniors 
had triends in other schools, 16.2 per cent, than did the working seniora. 
But mora working seniors, 6.7 per cent, aasociatad with girls who had 5rad-
uated from high school. This table would seem to indicate that a part-time 
job Jid not limit the working students in their asaociations with members of 
their own class, but fewer working students, 12.9 per cent, had friends ill 
other schools, but IIOre friends who bad gradua.ted from high scboo1 who "'ere 
probably girls they had .. t at their work. 
A few more of the Girls whQ worked less than fifteen hours a week. 81.3 
per cent, t}~n thoee working over fifteen hours listed members of their own 
class as girls with whom they associated most frequently. More of the oYer-
fifteen hour workers. 14.3 per cent, had girl friends in other schools, while 
more of the students working less than fifteen hours, 8.0 per cent, associa-
ted with girls who had gra:1uated from high school. The number of hours work-
ed did not seem to alter the associations of girls in the working groups, 
since the majority of both groups had girl friends in their own Senior class, 
but the girl. working more hours noted a wi4er circle of acquaintances, which 
vas probably due to job ccntacts. 
It is important to an adolescent to be accepted by her peer group. From 
a list of selected items the respondents were askod to check those points 
that were characteristic of girls in their peer groups or qualities that .. m-
bers looked for in new members who wished to be popular with the group. 
Although each student answering tti. question obviously check.d several 
responses in characterizing her girl friends, it would see. that no particu-
lar response seemed to merit universal acce;tance as seen in Table XLVI. In 
the last answer to the questioD. "list at17 other, tt maD1 of the respondents 
noted that these characteristics did not fit their friends and added a general 
comment like ... r~haTe a good personality"; "get along well 1!Uld. be a good Joe"; 
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"not phoney, but sweetlt; fib. friendly toward others"; It just be yourself"; 
"be interested in the problems of your friends"; "just be nice to each other 
and get along"; ttmany of the above answers 00 llOt mattertf. Some airls COll-
mented "that having a good reputation •• getting good marks •• and getting along 
with teachers •• are not essential, but ycu are given more respect for doing 
them." 
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The answer ti~t both groups of students checked most frequently was 
f!have a good reputa.tion" with a higher percentage, 36.0 per cent, among the 
working students. From the girls' personal comments on this question it 
would seem that they valu~ reputation, personality, and character in th~ir 
friends much more than material possessions or certain personal habits. 
Among the non-working students the only other characteristics that had siz-
able percentages were: "get good marks" 8.3 per cent, and "be daring" 6.6 
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per cent. Several girls noted that being darins applied to their conduct 
among girls. The second and third highest responses &.IIOng the working stu-
dents we:.:'e: ttbe daring" 6.1 per cent, and "get good marks" 6.2 per cent, 
just the reverse of the non-working students but with very similar per cents. 
Tb have a boy friend received a little more emphasis fros the working group, 
1.7 per cent. On the other hand the non-working seniors put a little more 
emphasis on having sharp clothes, 5.2 per cent, than the workina seniors. 
Very few girls, about 2 per cent for both groups, indicated that deceitful 
qualities were 8ccept~ble in their friends, ~uch as sharing homework and 
test information. 
Both groups of working students considered that their friends should 
have a good reputation as the most outstanding characteristic of the iteme 
listed tor their consideration; with an almost equal per cent of both groups, 
35.0 per cent, stating this. The answers to the other items in the list had 
smaller and almost si.ilar per cent for both groups of working students~ 
Very rew students checked any of the negative items on the list on character-
istics of girls with whom they associated. 
Besides spending tiae with their girl friends, adolescents also spend 
varying amounts of time with boy friends. The next question sought to as-
certs,in the amount of dating in which senior students engaged. Since work-
ing students had to devote some of their after school hours to a part-time 
job. it wae aesumed that they would not have as much time to date as did the 
non-working students. 
Contrary to expectations, Table XLVII indicates that the working Seniors 
dated more frequently than did the non-working seniore. Many more of the 
working seniors, 26.9 per cent, than the non-working seniors dated about 
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TABLE XLVI 
N~<.!E.s.sARY CT'.ARACTElUSTICS FOR POPULARITY IN S).J·jpLE POPULATION 
!I ' i, Following 'fotal Total 1 Leas than 15-25 hra.· Over 2.5 hl"llo 
characteristics iNot Working Work ~.ng_ 115 brs. Worked Worked 
are important ~!~Num---~·\~P~e-r~~Num--"-~P~e-r-+IN~um~I~~.~Pe-r--~'~N-um-1~~.~P-e-r--N~'um-l~~~P~.-r-
!.or popul~rj.t:: .I-. ...;;be ....-.r..-.;-i-. .;;Ce;..;;;;.;;.;n..,t-+-..... be--.r-+_Ce.-..;..;;n;;..;t+· -..b ..... r;;.,.;.i! ...;Ce.-..;;;n.;..t~! __ b..;;.e_r ...... ~nt ber 1 Cent 
J I 
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twice a week. Somewhat more of the uorking Seniors. 24.0 per cent.. than ~~~ 
non-working Seniors, dated about once a week. and a tew more ot the work:ing 
Seniors, 9.7 per cent, than the non-working Seniors dat6d three 01' more time. 
a week. This would seem to indicate that a part-t1Dle job did not hind.~ the 
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amount of time spent with boy friends for working students, since more work-
ing students, dated than did the non-working students and they dated more 
frequently than did non-working students. 
More of the senior girls working over fifteen hours a week, 10.6 per 
cent, than the Seniors working less than fifteen hours, stated that they dated 
about once a month. Even more of the over fifteen hour workers, 27.9 per 
cent, dated about once a week, and a few more of the over fifteen hour work-
ers, 10.6 per cent, dated more than three times a week. These facts would 
seem to indicate that the number ot hours a girl worked did not greatly im-
pede the amount of dating she did since more of the over fifteen hour work-
ers dated more frequently than the students working less hours each week. 
The next question was interested in noting the number of senior students 
who engaged in a fast growing tradition among teen-agers--the practice of 
steady dating. It would seem that more working students would engage in this 
practice because of the amount of time they devoted to a part-time job which 
would not permit them as much time to attend social events where they could 
meet other boys. 
Many more working students, 35.5 per cent, than non-working students, 
stated that they had the practice of steady dating. This would suggest that 
working students might not have the time to meet other boys and so consent to 
the practice of steady dating. It was interesting to note the large number 
of working Seniors, 64.6 per cent, and non-working Seniors, 76.6 per cent, 
who did not go steady with one boy. 
Almost the same pattern can be found among the groups of working stUdents. 
The girls working over fifteen hours a week had a higher percentage, 39.4 per 
cent, than those working less than fifteen hours a week, in the practice of 
You date: 
Less than 
once 8. month 
About once a 
month 
About once in 
two or three 
weeks 




Three or more 
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going steady. This would seem to indiCate that the number of hours worked 
did affect the dating pattern of the student. and that because these girls 
were working so many more hours a ~eek, they might have followed this pattern 
for fear of not being able to meet and date other boys. 
Tables XLVII and XLVIII present data that would suggest that a part-time 
job and the number of hours worked seemed to be helpful to the working students 
in their role function with their boy friends in their peer groups. More of 
these ~tudents dated and they dated more frequently and many of them did stead1 
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dating with one boy. It is possible that they met boys at their work and 
were able to date them atter working hours. It is also possible that their 
working experience gave th~m more privileges in regard to more frequent dat-
ing, and that their parents allowed this. In the light of the findings of 
the preceding chapter on role function in the school group, the working stu-
dents may have used the hours away from work to socialize with their boy 
friends instead of doing more homework or more long-range assignments. This 
lack of time spent on academics may be noted in the lower report card marks 
and in fewer working students aspiring to a college education. Tnus it is 
possible that a working student may take a part-time job aware of the faot 
that her free time will be devoted more to her own pleasure than to higher 
aspirations of achievement in her school work. 
TABLE XLVIII 
STEADY DATING PRACTICES OF SAMPLE POPULATION 
. 
Do you go Total Total , Less tr..a.n I 15-25 brs. Over 25 
steady with Not Working Working 15 brs. Worked brs. Worked 
one boy? Num'" Per Num- Per } Num-I" Per Num-' Per Hum- Per , 
ber Cent ber Cent f ber rCent ber Cent ber Cent 
I ! Yes 41 23.4 62 35.5 19 29.3 41 • 29.4 2 33.3 1 ~ 
No 1':=5·~+ 76.6 113 64.6 46 70.6 63 ! 60.6 4 66.7 I 
. 1 
Total 175 100.0 175 100.0 65 99.9 1041100.0 6 1100.0 I I ~ I 
The concluding items of the questionnaire dealt with certain sccial prac-
ticas common to teen-agers. Most of these concerned their social life while 
associating with girls and boys in their peer groups. However, questions per-
taining to these practices when alone, at home, and at work were also in~luded 
for comparison purposes. 7~ble XLIX presents the first social practice to be 
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examined, that ot smoking. 
More working students, regularly smoked with their girl friends and more 
students in this same group regularly smoked with their boy friends. Since 
36.6 per cent of the working students regularly smoked at work, it would seem 
that a part-time job was associated with this habit. Table XLIX also indi-
cates that more of the non-working students, did no smoking in the various 
situations listed than did the working students. Since more working students 
amoked than did the non-working students. and since more working students 
smoked more regularly and occasionally in their peer groups and in the other 
situations listed. it would seem that a part-time job did seem to foster this 
habit, particularly aince 52.0 per cent of the working students smok.ed at work 
~ither regularly or occasionally. 
Since the third group of working students, those who worked over twenty-
five hours a week were not going to be included in the comparisons of these 
social patterns, they were eliminated from the tables dealing with certain 
social practices of teen-agers in order to allow more room in the tablas for 
the necessary percentages p.nd totals. 
There was a diversity in the smoking patterns of the various groups of 
working students a~ to those who did not smoke and the amount of smoking the 
other etuuents did as seen in Table L. More of this same group of girls. 54.3 
per cent, than the girls working hours did not smoke at work. Also more of 
the girls working less hours, 43.1 per cent, did not smoke with their giz'l 
friends, and more of this same group, 55.4 per cent, 411 not smoke wt~le on 
dates. This table indicates that the girls working the least amount vi hours 
each. week had the higher percentages of thoee who did not smoke in variotu: 
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creased the amount of smoking for the working girls who smoked. 
Several years ago a law was passed in Illinois raising the age to twenty-
one at which age young women could purchase alcoholic beverages. Besides 
I'€'sentment in the female population in Illinois t this new law brought on 
many false ID carda, clandestine liquor parties among young people and the 
boasts of some that they had gotten liquor th::'ough private connections. Un-
fortunately, many of these practices reached into high school grou~s and, 
like all forbidden things, were a sourc.e of temptation to many of the~. 
Several questions dealt with types of drinking in wr~ch the sample population 
had been indulging and the situations in which they had been d:dnking. It 
was presumed tha.t working students, being with adults more fl'equently through 
their contacts at work, would have more frequent drinking patterns than non-
working students. Table LI indicates the types ot alcoholic beverages in wh 
which the two groups of students in the sample partook. 
Very rew of both groups of stUdents stated that they had done any regu-
la~ drinking of alcoholic beverages of any kind. Almost a similar number 
ot both groups indicated that they had drunk beer occasionally_ A few more 
of the non-working students, 26., per cent, than the working students drank 
wine occasionall~", while slightly morf! ot the working students, 46.9 per 
cent, than the non-working students drank mixed drinks occasionally. ~lmoot 
an equal number of both groups of students did not partake of an::; alcoholic 
beverages. A part-time job did not seem to make any noticeable difference 
in the drinking patterns of working and non-working students since an almost 
equal number in both groups did not drink at all or occasionally drank beer. 
wine, or mixed drinks. 
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of students, it was thought that perh~ps those who worked the most hours each 
week would have a different drinking pattern from that of those working less 
hours, since they would spend more time with adults at their part-time job. 
Table L1 does not seem to indicate this. A few of the students who worked 
over fifteen hours a "leek, 2.9 per cent, regula.rly drank beer. A few more 
students who worked lt~SS than fi.fteen hours a week, 4.6 per cent, regularly 
drank mixed drinks than did the students working over fifteen hours. About 
an even number of both groupo regularly drarut wine, but this number was very 
small. 
More of the over fifteen hour workert.li,28.8 per cent, occasionally drank 
beer. Less of the over fifteen hour workers, 19.2 per cent. occaaionally 
drank wine, while more of this same group, 51.0 per cent, drank mixed drinks 
occasionally. However, the largest percentages of both working groups did no 
drinking at all, acco~dir~ to their own state~ent. The number of hours worked 
did not seem to affect the types of drink of which worl:ing students partook. 
Very few working students did any regular drinldng. A few more of the over 
fifteen hour workers occasionally par'i;ook of ueer and mixed drinks, but less 
of this group drank wine. 
A question similar to the one pertaining to the occasions of smoking was 
asked pertaining to occa&ions for driuking anti the an.swers of the respondents 
can be noted in Table LI1. An equal number of both groups of girls, 77.1 per 
cent, did no drinking with their girl friends. A very large percentage of the 
workini students, 98.3 per cent, did uo drinking at work. More of the non-
working seniors, 83.4 pel' cent, than the working Senio:':'s did no drinking on 
dates. Very few of both 3roups of students did all:! reisular drinking on any 
occasions, while e fe~ more of the working seniors, 49.1 per cent, than the 
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non-working Seniors occasionally dran.l< at home. Almost an ,aqual nUmber of 
both groups, 21.0 per cent, occasionally drank with their girl friends, and a 
few a.ore of the working seniors, 21.1 per cent, than the non-woI'king Ser..iors 
occasionally dl'ank on dat&s. This tnble would seem to indieate that a part-
time job did not affect the drinking p&ttern of t.he students, since only 1.7 
per cent of the working student drank at work. It would seem ttat the home, 
not the job, is the influencing factor here since lIlt.€: per cent of the non-
working students and 5l.l~ per cent of th~ workine students claimed that they 
drank at home occasionally or regularly. 
Table I,ll notes whether the number of hours worked affected the amount 
of drinking the working students did in rlif1'erer.t si tl;.8.tior...a. Very few of 
both grou}Js of girls did any regular drir.kir>G in My of the situations men-
tioned. More of the less than fifteen hour workers, 55.4 ~er cent, than the 
over fifteen hour workers occasionally drank at home. Mor'e of tile over fif-
teen hour workers, 2!i.0 per cer.t, occasionally drank 'l:1th their friends, and 
more of this same group, 26.0 per cent, occasionally drank en dates. 
About 98.0 par cent of both groups stated that they never arE;nk at work. 
It would seem that the number of hours worked d:l,d affect the number of work-
ing students in their drinki~$ patterns since more of the students who worked 
OVt~r fifteen houra a week occasionally drank with their girl friends and on 
dates and less of this sarno group drank at home.. HOWtHTer, it can not be the: 
part-time job that affects this since SO few drink at work. It may be a great 
e1" fre :d.om that parents allow these workars Gr theil' own feelings of maturity 
manifested in nlO1"e frequent; drinking with their peers. 
Besides the social practioes already listed thert} are many more cUFitoms 
common to adolescent;; as! individuals or as ItI:Jmbors of peer groups. One of the 
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most common of these is the practice of buying popular records. It was thought 
that working students might be too busy to buy popular records or to listen to 
them. Since 58.3 per cent more of the working students did not buy' popular 
records and 35.5 per cent less of the working students occasionally bought popu 
lar records and only 6.3 per cent more of the working students regularly bought 
popular records, it would seem that a part-time job affected the number of 
working students who bought popular records as indicated in T.able LIII. It 
would seem that the working students, along with their other activities. did 
not have as much time to devote to the listening of popular records, and hence, 
would not be interested in buying them. 
Another practice is the attendance of adolescents at mixed parties. Again 
it was thought that a part-time job might curtail the working student in the 
number of mixed parties she would be able to attend. However, fewer of the 
working students, 5.7 per cent, than the non-working students, 10.3 per cent, 
did not attend mixed parties as noted in Table LIII. With less of the working 
students, stating that they did not attend mixed parties and more of the same 
group, occasionally attending such parties, it would seem that a part-time job 
did not limit this form of recreation for working students. 
Another practice selected for consideration was that of attendance at out 
of school club meetings. A few years previous to the administering of the 
thesis questionnaire, a popular custom among female adolescents on the South 
side of Chicago was the honor of belonging to a high school sorority. When 
the practices of the sororities affected the diSCipline and scholastic func-
tioning of the school, the administration of the sample school and Catholic 
girls' high schools in the area surrounding the sample school asked the co-
operation of the parents of the students in disbanding high school sororities 
-I ... "'I. ............ 
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in the area. The purpose of this question was to inquire as to whether 
social clubs, somewhat resembling the large sororities of previous years, 
were functioning among high school girls, and the number of students attend-
ing the meetings of these clubs. 
Table LIII indicates that more of the working students, 67.4 per cent, 
than the non-working students did not attend such club meetings. Also there 
were less of the working students. who occasionally or regularly attended 
such meetings. This would seem that a part-time job affected a students' 
participation in out of school club meetings since less of the working stu-
dents occasionally or regularly attended such meetings and more of the work-
ing students attended these club meetings. 
In comparing the working students on these social practices, it would 
seem that those students working the most hours each week would not as fre-
quently buy popular records; attend mixed parties; or attend out of school 
club meetings, because of the amount of time devoted to a part-time job and 
the many other activities that would claim their free time. The answers to 
these questions are contained in Table LIII. 
The number of hours worked did not hinder the students from buying re-
cords since 8.6 per cent more of the over fifteen hour workers regularly did 
so, and 36.6 per cent of the same group occasionally did so, while 54.8 per 
cent less of this group did not do so. Besides interest in popular records, 
these girls who worked more hours, might have had more mon.l to spend on the 
purchase of popular records. 
The percentages were very similar between the two groups of working stu-
dents in regard to the attendance at mixed parties. A slightly higher number 
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workers regularly attended mixed parties. However, a slightly larger per 
cent of the later group 7.6 per cent, did not attend mixed pe~tieet while an 
almost equal proportion of both grCIUPS, about 7 in 16 occa.sionally attended 
mixed parties. This question indicates th~t almost all working students 
attended mixed parties, eith~r re~tlarly or occasionally. S1nc£ there was 
very little difference in the percentages of both groups. it would seem that 
the number of hours worked does not seem to affect this social practice. 
As to the attendance at out of school club meetings, more of the less 
than fifteen hour \Yorkers, 15.4 per cent, regularly did so, while mOl'e of the 
same group, 23.1 per cent, occasionally did so. About seventy per cent of 
the over fifteen hour workers did not attend such meetings. Sillee mOl'e of 
the students who worked less than fifteen hours a week regularly attended 
club meetings, and I'ItOH occasionally did so, it would seem tl::at the r:uaaber of 
hours worked did limit the attendance of the over fifteen hour workers at out 
of school club meetings. 
Conclusions: The findings of this chapter have present~d selected be-
havior patterns of the sample population in the achieved statUB of friend in 
their peer groups. The answers of the students in this section of the questio 
naira revealed how they performed their rol~ in their peer groups as measured 
by certain variables. Theee selected variables were: How time was spent 
directly after dismissal from school; type of girls in the peer groups, 
characteristics of girls in tne peet' group; amount of dating dOl~' number of 
students dating one boy only; smoking pattern in various situations; drinking 
pattern in various situations; types of alcoholie drinks that students imbibed; 
the buying of popular records; attendance at mixed parties; and attendance at 
out of school club meetings. 
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This behavior of the students in the peer groups was compared tor notable 
likenesaes and differences between W'orking students and those who did not work. 
The workine; students were further compared as to the Lumber of hours worked 
and the effect of hours worked on the student's role function in her peer 
groups. The dissimilarity in the behavior patterns between the wor,,;ing student 
and the non-working students and between the various groups of working students 
would seew to indicate a dissimilarity in expectations being held by the stu-
dents in regard to their role perfOrtlallCe in certain selected situations con-
cerning their relatione wi~h their peer groups. These values or expectations 
were no doubt derived from their parents and teachers in the adult societ7 
around them and fros their peere in the adolescent societ7 of which th~y were 
a part. 
Figure 9 ~ives a comparison between the working studeuts and the non-
working students in regard to certain situations selected as indications of 
their participation in their peer group role. The patterns that showed the 
moet frequency for both groups were aelected for compariuon. F1~~e 10 give. 
the same pattern of comparison but for the two groups of working students. 
In relating these findings to the first hyl)othesis of the thesis, "High 
school girls who hold part-time job::s during the school year are not able to 
fulfill satisfactorily their role function in the peer groups of which the7 
a.re a member," the evidence of this c~pter does not alwa,ys indicate this 
where the fulfilling of their role was based on their behavior in certain 
selected situations. 
Since fewer working students could stay after school for extra-curricular 
activities and more working students went directly home or to work after schoo~ 
it would seem that a part-time job limited the amount of socializing working 
students could do with their girl friends after school. A slightly smaller 
number of working students had girl friends among the students in tileir senior 
class and a larger number of working students had friends who had graduated 
from high SChool. i'his might indicate a. little leas role involvement with 
girls their own age on the part of the ~rking students. A few more ot the 
working seniors stated that their girl friends should have a good reputation, 
haYe a boy friend, be daring, and smoke. 
As can be noted in i~gure 9, more of tne working students dated weakly 
and several times a week, and 1I0re of the working Ceniors r.;ad. the practice of 
steady dating. This would indicate that a part-t~ job did not curtail a 
working student's social lite with her boy friend. More of the working stu-
dents drank beer and mixed drinks occasionally and more of the working stu-
dents drank on dates and attended mixed parties occasionally. Howeyer, less 
of the working students bought popular records or attended out of school club 
meetings occasionally. 
Hence the findings of this chapter would indicate that working atudents 
were limited in the amount of association they had with girls in their peer 
groups. either through choice or the demands of a I,art-time job. But their 
work did not seem to curtail the amount of socializing they aid with boys in 
their peer groups. ~orking students ee.med to participate in certain social 
practices, like smoking and drinking, more than did the non-working student. 
In adolescent society this ~ be an indication of more role involvement on 
the part of the working student. 
As to the second. hypothesis which stated t "Those Senior girls who .are 
working more hours per week will experience greater difficulty in fulfilling 
their role function in their peer group than those Seniors working lean hours 
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COMPARISON O}' WORKING AND NON-liOR..\(ING STUDENTS 
IN CERTAIN ACTIVITIES WITHIN THEIR PEER GROUP ROLE 
per week," the findinge of this chapter do not support this statement. 
The girls who worked over fifteen hours each week had fewer ... mbers who 
remained at school for extra-curriculars, but a few more who stopped at a 
snack-shop after school with their friends. However, more of the girls work-
ing over fifteen hours a week, went directly to work or directly home after 
school. Less of the over tifteen hour workers, had friends in their own 
Senior class and a few more had friends in other schools. More of the over 
tifteen hour workers stated that their friends had to have a good reputation, 
a boy friend, be daring, and get good mark •• 
As can be seen in Figure 10, the number of hours worked did not seem to 
hinder the working students in certain social practices common to many adoles-
cents in their peer groups. !he girls who worked over fifteen hours each 
week dated as frequently as did the girl working less hours each week. More 
of the over fifteen hour workers, regularly smoked at work, with their girl 
friends, and on dates. The number of hours worked is probably not the con-
tributing factor but the money to buy Cigarettes, and those working more 
hours may bave had more money to spend on this item. 
Very few of the working students regularly drank alcoholic beverages, 
and the vast majority of both groups of students did not drink at all. Of 
the girls who occasionally drank in various situationa, the girls working 
over fifteen hours a week had the higher percentages, although they were 
small percentages. Whether the number of hours worked contributed to a more 
frequent dating pattern, more steady dating, heavier smoking, more occasion-
al drinking, and more regular attendance at mixed parties is not clear. The 
working students made these claias and in comparison with the other group of 
working students their percentages were slightly higher. The findings of 
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FIGURE 10 
COMPARISON OF GROUPS OF WORKING STUDENTS 
IN CERTAIN ACTIVITIES WITHIN THEIR PEER GROUP ROLE 
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this chapter would indicate that the girls working more hours per week did 
not experience greater difficulty in fulfilling their role function in their 
peer group according to the variables selected for measurement. On~ in hav-
ing free time after school, did they seem limited since 15.0 per cent more 
of this group went directly to work or home after dismissal from school. 
The third hypothesis can also be applied to this chapter, nSenior girls 
who are not working during the school year should evince more active role 
involvement in their peer groups." More active role involvement would mean 
a higher degree of participation in activities within their peer groups. 
Since more of the non-working seniors were able to remain after school 
tor extra-curricular participation.. and about a fifth of this group stopped 
at snack-shops after school, it would seem that th~ non-working Seniors were 
able to spend a little more time socializing with their girl friends after 
school. Most of the non-working seniors associated with girls in their own 
Senior class and they expected their girl friends to have a good reputation, 
a nice personality, and be easy to get along with. 
Not as many of the non-workers dated as did the workers and they did not 
date as frequently. Fewer non-working Seniors went steady and less of this 
same group occasionally attended mixed parties. These findings would indi-
cate a lower rate of participation in activities within the peer group in 
regard to boy friends. No reason was given for this in the questionnaire. 
but this low rate might indicate stricter expectatiOns on the part of the 
parents in this situation or the expectations of the girl friends in the peer 
group who might associate close~ with each other and not encourage their 
friends to frequent or steady dating. Since more non-working students re-
ceived better marks on their report card and achieved better in their assign-
ILLPUi , 
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ments. this may have meant a lessing of participation in peer group activity 
with boy friends, but not a lessening in their peer group role with girl 
friends. 
In regard to certain social practices, fewer non-working students smoked 
regularly or occasionally with their girl friends and on dates. There was 
no noticeable difference in the number of non-working stUdents who occaBion-
ally drank beer and mixed beverages, but more of this ~up drank wille, which 
may have been a nationality custom. Slightly more of the non-working Seniors 
drank with their girl friends occasionaily and more ot them did not drink on 
dates. Here of the non-working Seniors occasionally bought popular recorda 
and attended out of school club meetings. 
'rhe findings of this chapter would seem to indicate that the non-working 
students showed more active role involvement with their girl friends in their 
peer groups than with their boy friends. T'ney participated more in social 
practices like buying records, and attending club meetings, but not as maD1 
smoked or drank. This would seem to indicate that role involvement in peer 
groups was baaed on the expectatioDa ot the members of the peer group in re-
gard to certain practices. 
The fifth corollary of the thesis noted that, "Association with girl 
frienda vill be limited because of the time demanded by the job thus limit-
ing the social experience common to association with girls of her age.t! Table 
XL indicates that fewer working students sta1ed at schocl for extra-curricu-
lars, but about the same number of both groups stopped at snack-shops after 
school. Alsc fewer working students regularly attended out of school club 
.eetings, and fewer occasionall1 did so. Thia would seem that working stu-
dents were limited in the amount of time they could spend with their girl 
triends in certain situationa. But there is also the possibility that these 
working students would not bave been interested in extra-curriculars after 
school, stopping at a snack-shop. or attending club meetings. 
The sixth corollary stated, !tBecause ot lack or time for social life, 
it is possible that the student-worker will pursue a pattern of steady datins. 
Whereas the senior not working will have more opportunity tor social mixing 
among girls and boys and not be lim1ted to one boy and th'l pressure ot steady 
dating. It Table XLVIII noted that more working students had the practice of 
steady dating, but Table LIII stated that about an equal number of both groups 
of students attended mixed parties regularly and more ot the working students 
occasionally did so. It is possible that at the!!e parties the girls would 
meet other boys. However, the evidence seems to indicate that a part-time job 
would increase this practice ot steady dating among working students because 
of the lack of time to meet other b01S. 
The seventh corollary proposed. "It is possible that association with 
older persons at work and a wider range of contacts and experiences w1ll in-
troduce the working student to certain social patterns like smoking and drink-
ing sooner and oftener than those pursued by the non-working Senior." There 
was no evidence in this chapter that working Seniors were introduced to smok-
ing and drinking 3.t work. since both groups of girls indicated that tbey smok-
ed end drank occasionally and regularly with their girl friends and boy friends 
in their homes. and when alone. Very tew ot the working students. 1.1 per 
cent. drank at work. A large Immber of the working students answered that 
they regularly and occasionally smoked at work, but because they did this in 
their other social groups there is no indication that a part-time job fostered 
this habit of smoking. It is possible that the working stUdents wer'a more 
tired and nervous than the non-working students because of the hours devoted 
to a Part-time job and that this may have increased the amount of smoking 
that they did. 
The next chapter will present a summary of the findings of the thesis 
and conclusions to be drawn from these findings. 
· CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this thesis was to ascertain through empirical research 
how much influence-positive or negative-the experiences and demands of the 
work role exerted on the functioning of a girl's role in her family, her 
school, and her peer groups. The subjects in the investigation were 350 
American. middle-class, predominantly white, Catholic high school senior 
girls from the South side of Chicago, half of whom worked during their senior 
year and half of whom did not work. 
Certain variables were selected to measure how the subjects fulfilled 
their role of daughter in the family group, student in the school group, and 
friend in the peer group. It was assuaed that specific answers would indi-
cate expectations students had for a certain position or expectations that 
others had for them in that position. The percentage was used as a measure 
of comparison since the answers to the behavior items in the anonymous 
questionnaire given to the sample were arranged along a continuum ranging 
from complete participation to no participation. 
The responses of the working and non-working students were compared in 
order to ascertain the effects of a part-time job on the functioning of the 
social roles of the students in the sample. Since the working students were 
not all employed for the same number of hours each week they were further 
divided into certain time periods and their answers were compared as to the 
effects of the amount of hours worked on role function in their primary 
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groupe. 
Certain hypotheses were tested in the thesis. The first hypothesis 
stated, "High school girls who hold part-ti_ jobs during the school year are 
not able to fulfill satisfactoril.,.. their role function in the tami17 group, 
school group, and peer group of which they are a IDember." 
In the functioning of her role in the tamily, the daughter answered in 
terms of expectations ot her parents as measured by the variables ot obedience, 
responsibility, and coheeivenesse The parents of the student-workers .. e .. d 
to demand a stricter obedience in regard to their daughter's social lite, 
the, did not expect as much responsibility trOll them in household taek.s; and 
the, did not expect them to participate as otten in certain social events 
within the f&ll117. Thus there was yery little influence of the work role on 
the daughter's compliance to expectations of her parents and there was a great 
similarit, between the responses of working students and the non-working stu-
dents in regard to family role functions. 
In the fulfillment of her student role, the student-worker did not attain 
as high a degree of achievement in her studies and she did not spend as much 
time on dail1 homework and on long-range assigDllents. She was co-operative 
in class and friendl., toward more of her religious teachers than her 1&1 
teachers. The working student did not devote as much time to extra-curricular 
activities after school. Some wished for more formal education after gradua-
tion from high school, but planned to choose colleges or institutions that 
would prepare them tor a particular career. These findings would indicate 
that the work role adversely affected the achievement and participation of 
working students since more working students were able to succeed only on an 
average level of achievement or participation, and very few attained the 
highest levels as did the non-working students if I.Q. were held constant. 
The working student in fulfilling her role within her peer groups, was 
not otten able to socialize with her friends after school since many working 
students went directly to work or directly home after school. The friends 
of the working stUdents were mostly members of their own class, with some 
from another school, and a few who had graduated from high school. They 
expected their friends to have a good reputation and a nice personality. 
It would seem that a part-time job limited the student-workere' associ-
ation with their girl friends, but not with their boy triends since working 
students dated more frequently and more had the practice ot steady dating. 
Working students, in larger numbers frequently smoked with their girl triends 
and on dates and also at work. More working students, occasionally drank 
beer and mixed beverages and more occasionally drank with their girl friends 
and on dates. While this is not clearly evident in the data. there is reason 
to believe that work provided some working students with more occasion to 
meet boys and to date them. It i8 also possible that a part-time job attect-
ed their values and thus the free time they had was not spent on home-work 
and additional class assignments, but in dating. More frequent contact with 
adults and peers in their work world may have given them greater assurance 
in adopting certain customs like smoking and drinking. 
The second hypothesis stated, "Those senior girls who are working more 
hours per week will experience greater difficulty in fultilling their role 
tunction in their family, school. and social group than those seniors work-
ing less hours per week.'f The working students were divided into three cate-
gories based on the number of hours worked. Because the third category ot 
students who worked over twenty-tive hours each week contained so tew respon-
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dents, this group was eliminated from the comparisons and the thesis dealt 
with the effect of the number of hours worked on students working less than 
fifteen hours a week and students working over fifteen hours a week. 
The students working over fifteen hours a week did not seem to experience 
greater difficulty in fulfilling their role function of daughter in the famil1 
group, since their responses to the selected variables noted that in three 
out of five situations the over-fifteen-hour workers were expected to comply 
with their parents' high expectations of obedience in regard to their social 
activities. More students in this same group indicated that their parents 
expected them to assume a high degree of responsibility in helping with house-
hold tasks, but that they were not as frequently expected to participate in 
social activities within the family. 
In regard to the fulfillment of the student role in the school group the 
data presented indicated that the students working over fifteen hours each 
week were not as successful in achieVing and partiCipating as the students 
working less hours per week. Fewer students in the former group claimed that 
they were in the upper third of their Junior class; or had A's and B's on 
their first report card in Senior year; were able to spend more than two 
hours daily on their homework assignments, or accomplished A level long-range 
assignments. Although both groups of working students stated a high degree 
of co-operation in class toward their lay and religious teachers, the stu-
dents working more hours indicated a little less interaction pattern with 
their teachers. 
The number of hours worked definitely affected the level of achievement 
and participation of working ~tudente in their student role, since more ot 
this group were able to achieve on an average level in their stUdies and 
their assignments. The work role seemed to affect their interaction with 
their teachers a little less than their studies. The work role did not 
noticeably affect the number of students who had time to devote to extra-
curriculars or dampen the intereat of those who could not participate. It 
is possible that experience in the work world lessened the interest in 
additional formal education of the studente working over fifteen hours a week, 
since fewer of them planned to continue their education after graduation. 
Students working over fifteen hours a week seemed limited in the fulfill-
ment of their peer group role in regard to their girl friends, since leas of 
these students were able to associate with them after school because of hav-
ing to go directly to work, or directly home. A smaller number of this group 
of students associated with girls in their own senior class. But the stu-
dents working over fifteen hours a week dated more frequently about once a 
week and a large ntmber had the practice of steady dating. In regard to 
certain aocial practices among teen-agars. the over-fifteen hour workers 
smoked more regularly at work, with their girl friends, and on dates. More 
of this group occasionally drank beer and mixed beverages; several drank at 
work and many more drank occasionally with girl friends and on dates. A few 
more girls in this group bad the practice of buying popular records and a tew 
attended out-at-school club meetings. The responses of the over fifteen hour 
workers would eeem to indicate that the number of hours worked did aftect the 
peer group role. It is possible that the work role accounted for the large 
number of over fifteen hour workers who went steady because working so many 
hours each week may have limited them in their contact with other boys. The 
girls working longer houre probably received higher pay and this may have 
given them money to spend on cisarettes, alcoholic beverages. and popular 
recorda. 
In conclusion it might be noted what possibilities for research have 
become evident while doing this study. The conducting of personal interviews 
among the respondents could have shed adUi~ional light on the meaning of their 
answere and th~re could have been a better indication as to whether the stu-
dents answered the questionnaire according to expectations tlmt the adults in 
the various situations cited according to her own expectations of what she 
was to do. With personal contact with the respondents there could be more 
assurance that the questions were answered honestly. More open-ended ques-
tions or personal interviews might have revealed more clearly the student's 
reasons for acting in certain situatior~ as she did. 
In relating achievement to role function in the stUdent role, it is 
difficult to draw any conclusions about the various groups being compared 
without a knowledge of the I.Q. of the respondent. It is possible that the 
students in the working groups were not as intellectually able as the non-
working students and that they were achieving according to their capacity 
even though they held a part-time jeb during the school year. It is also 
possible that many of the non-working students were not working according to 
their capacity, and knowing the I.Q. would perhaps have revealed this. 
The influence of social class seems to have been a dominant factor in 
the somewhat similar responses between the working and non-working students, 
particularly in the family role function. If the questionnaire had also been 
administered in a lower social class high school and the answers compared be-
tween the senior students in both schools there might be greater divergence 
in the behaTior patterns and the expectations of the respondents. The find-
ings of the thesis would seem to indicate that the values of middle-class 
157. 
parents, teachers, and adolescents as far as patterns of home lite were con-
cerned were not unduly affected by a part-time job. 
There is also the possibility that if the questionnaire had been adminis-
tered to a group of middle-class senior students in a public school along 
with those in a Catholic school and the answers compared, there would be a 
difference in the responses based on religion as a variable factor. Students 
in a public school might differ in the influence of religion or their attitude 
toward their parents, teachers and associates and this might have given a 
different pattern of behavior in the role function of the public school stu-
dents. It would be interesting to know how much if at all the religion factor 
would have affected the influence of the middle-class factor in public school 
and Catholic school respondents. 
Since a part-time job seemed to have the smallest effect on the family 
group, this would indicate that the family is a closer knit unit than the 
scbool or peer group, and the influence of the parents is still very great 
and thus not as strongly affected by the work role. Evidently such factors 
as mothers working, children working, fathers holding a full time and a part-
time job do not of themselves have an adverse eftect on the inter-personal re-
lationships within the family. The absence of any member in the family can be 
soitened by other behavioral compensations while they are together. Student-
workers while spending more time away from home because of work may not neces-
sarily spend more time away than non-working students who may be spending time 
aW&1 from home in activities at school and in other activities not related to 
t.he hotae. 
However, there is also the possibility that the respondents answered the 
questions pertaining to the family group according to parental expectations tor 
158. 
the situations cited and not actual performance. While both working and 
non-working girls indicated a considerable degree of consensus in regard to 
parental expectations of authority, responsibility, and cohesiveness in the 
family there is no clear evidence that both groups fulfilled these expecta-
tions in the same way. This could be an instance in which a specific middle-
class value system to which both groups were subjected was simply being ver-
valized. The values affecting the school and peer group may possibly not 
have been as thoroughly involved in the background of the girls. Family 
values seemed so much stronger, as indicated in the responses, and no doubt 
the longer socialization process within the family and the moral values gives 
to parental authority. 
The working students seemed to have different expectations for their 
performance of their student role than did the non-working stUdents. Achieve-
ment in their studies, homework, and other class assignments was never as 
great for many of the student workers nor their involvement in extra-curri-
cular activities as complete. These limitations in the school-role function 
seemed time-oriented. 
However, the working students were able to spend time in their peer 
group on various aspects of socialization in which non-working students did 
not as frequently participate. Perhaps the social controls so evident in the 
family groups of both working and non-woI~ing students did not as frequently 
extend into the performance of the stUdent role and the peer role of the 
working students. LeS8 socialization with girls and more with boys; more 
drinking, smoking, and the purchasing of popular records may reflect greater 
social and ecoaomic independence granted to the working student which affect-
ed her expectations of her performance in her peer group role. 
1 • 
The evidence presented in the data clearly indicates that the work role 
affected the expectations that some student-workers had for the performance 
of their school and peer group roles and that these expectations were differ-
ent from those of the non-working students. The evidence also correlates 
with the historical perspective of the problem :in which the edverse influence 
o! \1ork on a.cadelnlc achievement was noted as changing economic situations in 
American social structure encouraged more and more students to hold part-time 
jobs juring the school year. The pe.rt-time jeb can be an enriching experience 
for any adolescent within the realm of the work wo~ld and it may also lessen 
the number of yOUI:.g people t/ho are growing up in a culture with much tille tor 
leisure which they may not know how to use. an the other hand !t can also 
distort the rSIlk value of the role of the girl in her teens by lessening the 
fulfillment of what is ~enerally conceived as her prima.ry role - tha t of edu-
cational development. 
Introduction: 
we are going to ask you to answer the following ~~estionnaire 
as completely and honestly as possible. There is no way in WfllCh 
you can be identified through this Questionnaire. Your answers 
will help us to better understand the problems and patterns of 
teen-aged stUdents. 
Directions: 
1. Put an X on the dotted line or lines that best answer the 
questions for you. 
2. If no appropriate answers are gi,en, fill in the space that 
eays "list any other". 







1. Personal Inventory 
1. What is your present age? 
2. 
••• •• a • 16 yrs. old 
••••• b. 17 yra. old 
••• •• c • 18 yrs. old 
••••• d. 19 yrs. old 
Where do you live at present? 
••••• a. 
••••• b. 
In the city of Chicago 
In a suburb of Chicago 
3. What is your parent t s nationality background? 
••••• a. both have the SUle nationality 
(e.g. both are Irish or Italian or Polish etc.) 
••••• b. each has a different nationality 
(e.g. one is Italian the other is Irish etc.) 
4. With whom are you living now? 
•• • •• a • both real parents 
••••• b. one real parent 
•• ••• c • toater parents 
••••• d • a guardian or guardians 
••••• e • list aDl' other 
5. Including yourself there are how many children in 
your tamily? 
6. 
••••• a • only child 
••••• b • 2 children 
• ••• • c • 3 children 
••••• d • 4 Children 
••••• e • 5 children 
••••• t • 6-7 children 
••••• g • 8-9 Children 
••••• h • 10-11 children 
••••• i • over 11 children 
What is your place in the tamily? 
••••• a. 










7. How much education did your father receive? 
••••• a • did not complete eigth grade 
••••• b. completed eigth grade 
•••• • c • completed 2 yrs. high school 
•••• • d • completed 4 yrs. high school 
••••• e • completed 2 yrs. College 
••••• f • completed 4 yrs. College 
•• •• • g • bad special training after graduation from 
College 
8. How much education has your mother had? 
••••• a • did not complete eighth grade 
••••• b • completed eighth grade 
••••• c • completed 2 yrs. high school 
••••• d • completed 4 yrs. high school 
••••• e • completed 2 yrs. College 
••••• f • completed 4 yrs. College 
••••• g • bad special training after graduation from 
College 
9. At present how much work does your father have? 
· . ., .. a. not working 
• •••• b. part-time job 
• •••• c. one full-time job 
••••• d. one full-time and a part-time job 
•••• • e • two full-time jobs 
10. EXplain the type of paid work your father does now: 









part-time work daily 
part-time several days a week 
full-time several days a week 
full-time daily 
12. Explain the type of paid work your mother does: 
13. Do you have a part-time job now? 
(outside the home, relatively regular hours; paid 
for it) 
••••• a. yes 





















did. BOt cotlplete e"til 1ft" 
coaplete4 eiath poacle 
cotlpleted 2 1rs. high school 
cotlpleted .. 1re. hip achool 
cOlipleted 2 rn. CoUe .. 
coapl.ted .. 1I"s. CoUe .. 
bad apecial traiains atter graduation tro. 
Colle .. 
8. Bow INch .4ucation hu JOUl" .other had' 
••••• a. 
••••• 'b • 
••••• c. 
••••• 4 • 
••••• e. 
••••• t • 
••••• I· 
did aot ~lete eiptb sracle 
Cotiplete4 eipth pa .. 
COIIplete42 rre. hip school 
co.plete4 ,. rre. high school 
..-pleteel 2 TJ:-. CoUe • 
cotlpleted. .. 11"8. Colle .. 
had special trainiaa atter graduation troa 
Colle .. 
9. At pre .. nt how .uch work doe_ 10V father ha ... e? 
••••• a • Dot worklac 
...... 'b • part-tiM job 
••••• c • 0.. tull-time job 
••••• 4 • oae full-ti.. aDd a pari-tiM job 
••••• e • two full-i1.. jobs 
10. EaplaiD the tJpe of paid work 10ur tather 40es BOW: 
U. It 10ur _thel' 18 woJid.aa. outside ot 10ur hOUt is it: 








plU't-t1ae work 4a11.1 
pan-t1ae M ... eraJ. dar- a week 
tuU.tiM _YeN dq_ a week 
full-tiM daU7 
12. 1Qla1a the tne ot paid work 10ur _ther does' 
13. Do 10U ba ... e a pa.n-ua. job BOW? 
(outa14e the __ • relaU ... e17 regular hours, paid 
tor it) 
••••• a. 1es 
••••• b. BO 
14. If you are working during the school year, what are 
your reasons for doing so? 
15. 
••••• a. Money to help 1111 faudly .. et its expenses 
••••• b. Money for 1111 big expenses (e.g. tuition) 
••••• c. Money for my small expenses <e.g. make-up etc.) 
••••• d. Money for 1111 future plans (e.g. senior trip) 
••••• e. List any other reasons 
It you are not working during the school year, what are 
your reasons? 
••••• a • do not need the added money 
••••• b. willing to go without extra things now 
••••• c • afraid rq studies will sUfter 
••••• d • could not find a job 
••••• e • parents do not want me to work 
••••• t. I do not want to work 
••••• g • list &n7 other. 
16. It e~loyed, about how many hours do you work each 
w.el? 
••••• a • less than 15 brs. 
••••• b • between 15-25 brs. 
••••• c • more than 25 hrs. 
17. In what categor,y would your job be.t fit? 
••••• a • store clerk 
••••• b. waitress 
••••• c • car hop 
••••• d. sale. girl 
••••• e • receptionist 
••••• f • cashier or checker 
• •••• g • nurse'. aid 
••••• h • baby sitting 
••••• i. fl1e clerk 
••••• j. list an1 other 
18. What 1. your aTerage weekly pay before deductions? 
••••• a. le.s than 120 
••••• b. between 120-130 





19~ Check the column below that best indicates what you 
do with the money you earn. 
All Some 
a) Bank it 
b) Give it to the famill 
-
c) Used for school expenses 
(tuition, bookst bUSt etc.) 
-
d) Used for personal expenses 
~lothest cos.etics, food, etc.) 
.) Used for enjoJm8nt 
.ovies, sports, parties, etc.) -
20. If you are not working, check any iteas below that 
best indicate what 10U do with any money you receive 
(allowance, gift., etc.) 
All Some 
a) BarJk it 
-
b) Give it to the fo111 
c) Used for school expenses 
(tuition, book., bus, etc.) 
-
d) Used tor personal expense. 
(clothea, cosmetiCS, food etc.) 
e) Used for enjoyaent 



















Part II I Family!2!!. 
In ;your famil;y now: Always Usuall: Sometimes Seldom Never 
21. Tou are expected 
to tell ;your 
parents where ;you 
are going when 
you go out. 
22. Your parents set 
the curfew for 
your social 
affairs 
23. It you drive, 
YOll would have 
to bave permission 
to uee the family 
CUI 
24. You are expected 
to give your 
parents an account 
of how you use 
sny money ;you 
earn: 
25. You are expected 
to notify ;your 
parents when you 
will not be home 
at the expected 
tille' 
26. You are responsible 
for keeping 
;your bedroom and 
belongings in orders 
2:'/. You are expected 
to help with the 
washing and iron-
ing of your own 
clothes: 
28. There are some 
general household 







Alw!ls Usually Sometimes Seldom Never 
29. You select your 
own clothea: 





31. You help to 
entertain rela-
tives when they 
riai t yOll!' family: 
32. Al.l family members 
are e~ected to be 
present a.t the main 
meal on Sunday I 
33. You have the family 
custom of Ileal 
prayers together: _ 
34. You celebrate 
family birthdays 
as a family affair: 
35. Your parents include 
you in discussing 





36. When you are at home do you usually spend moat of your tim~: 
••••• a. by yourself 
••••• b. on the phone 
••••• c. with 80me Dlember or members of the family 






'7. When IIlOst 
uaually' 
•••••• a • 
•••••• b. 
•••• •• c • 
•••••• d. 
•••••• e • 
of your family 1s at home together do they 
Watch ~V together 
Eat the evening meal together 
Discuss family matters together 
Decide on the spur of the moment to do 
something together 
Separate and do things by themselves 
,8. When you have a personal problem, you usualg talk 
it over: 
•••••• a • 
•••••• b • 
•••••• c • 
•••••• d • 
•••••• e • 
•••••• f • 
•••••• g • 
with your parents 
with your mother or father 
with a siater or brother 
with an adult friend 
with a girl friend 
with your boy friend 
state ~ others ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'9. You find that you are usualy happiest: 
•••••• a • when you are at home 
•••••• b. when you are at school 
•••••• c • when you are at work 
•••••• d. when you are out with the girls 
•••••• e • when you are on a date 
•• • ••• f. sta.te any others • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
40. lou find that you are u8ually unhappiest: 
•••••• a • 
•••••• b • 
•••••• c • 
•••••• d • 
•••••• e • 
•••••• f. 
when you are at home 
when you are at school 
lt1hen you are a t \fork 
when you are out with the girls 
when you are on a date 






Part Ills School !2!! 






. ., ..... Dt" 
•••••• F's 
42. At the end of your Junior year was your rank in clus in-
•••••• a. Upper third 
•••••• b. middle third 
•••••• c. lower third 
4,. Do you think this rank corresponds with your mental ability? 
•••••• a.. ye8 
•••••• b. no 
44. Of all the subjects you bave studies here at school, are 
there any you would 11ke to continue studJing in the next 
tew years? (tor personal interest, credit, or pleasure) 
•••••• a. yes 
•••••• b. no 
46. How much time, on the average, do you spend doing 
homework outside ot schoo11 
•••••• a. less than one hour a da1 
•••••• b. one, but les8 than two hours a day 
•••••• c. two, but le8S than three hours a day 
•••••• d. more than three hours a 4&, 
47. How lIIuch of the "extended assignments" that are given 
in some classes are lOU aDle to accomplish? (e.g. term 
papers, book reports,> 
•••••• a2 minimum credit - C level 
•••••• b. both B and C level 






48. How would you claasity your beha'rior toward the _jont,. 
at your religious teachers? 
•••••• a • co-operative in class, but aloot outside ot 
clas8 
•••••• b • co-operative in class, and friendly outside 
of clus 
•••••• c • inditterent in clau, and aloof outside of 
claas 
•••••• d • indifterent in class. but friendly outside 
of class 
•••••• e. list any other • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
49. How would you classify your behavior toward the 
majority of your lay teachers? 
•••••• a • co-operative in class, but aloot outside of 
cla_ 
•••••• b. co-operative in clus. and friendly outside 
of class 
•••••• c • inditterent in class, and aloof outside of 
claaa 
•••••• d • inditferent in claa., but friendly outside ot 
claas 
•••••• e. list any other • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
50. In what extra-curricular activities are you 
participating this lear~ 
•••••• a • 
•••••• b. 
•••••• c • 




clubs: Specity ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
51. About how INch tille after school does this involve'? 
•••••• a • 
•••••• b • 
•••••• c. 
02 hours weekly 
between 2-4 hours weekly 
over 4 hours weekly 
52. If you believe that you don't participate u much as 





I have time but not interested 
I have no time and am not interested 





•••••• d. list any others ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
53. What are you planning to do the year after graduation 
from high school? 
••.•.• a. 
• ••••• b. 
.•..•• o. 
• ••••• d. 
....•. e. 
•••••• f • 
•••••• g. 
•••••• h • 
go to a Catholic college or university 
go to a secular college or university 
go to Chicago teacher's 6011ege 
go to business school 
get a job and go to night school 
get a job 
enter a religious order 
get married 
54. Which of the following best indicates your reasons for 
going to college, if you intend to do so: 
.••••• a. 
• ••••• b. 
•..••• c. 
• ••••• d. 
.•..•• e. 








parents insist I do 
parents are glad if I go 
parents agree to my going 
I want more education 
I want a professional job 
I want to earn more money 
I want the experience of college social life 
my boy friend goes to college 
my girl friends are going to college 
list any other reasons ••••••••••••••••••••• 
• •••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
55. If you were not working this year. would you have: 
a. joined more extra-curriculars 
b. attempted higher-level research 
c. spent more time on homework 
d. participated in more extra-
curricular activities 
e. gotten to know more girls in 
your class 
f. had closer relationships with 
your teachers 








g. attended more social events 
at school 
Part IV: Senior!!'!!!!!:!:!!£ Group 
56. Check which of the following you usually do after 
school: 
•••••• a • 
• ••••• b. 
•••••• c • 
•••••• d. 
•• •• •• e • 
go directly to work 
stay for extra-curricular activities 
stop at a snack shop with friends 
go directly home 
list any others •••••••••••••••••••••• 
• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
57. Of the girls you go around with most often, are 
most of them: 
• ••••• a. 
•••••• b. 
• ••••• c. 
•••••• d. 
in this school 
in another school 
graduated from high school 
dropped out of school 
58. Among the girls you go around with, which of the 
things below are important to do in order to be 






















have sharp clothes 
have a boy friend 
have money 
be a little daring 
have a good reputation 
get good marks 
get along with teachers 
smoke 
drink 
know the popular songs 
share homework 
share test information 
don't get along with the teachers 
list aD1 others ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
59. How much time each week do you spend with your girl 
friends on the phone: 
•••••• a. 
•• •••• b • 
less than 5 hours 
between 5-10 hours 
these 
spaces. 
•••••• c. more than 10 hours 
61. Do you date? 
•••• • • a • yes, less than once per month 
•••••• b. yes, about once a month 
••••• • c • yes, about once in 2 or 
•••••• d. yes, about once a week 
•• • • •• e • yes, about twice a week 
•••••• f. yes, more than 3 or more 
•••••• g • no 






times a week 
63. How long have you been dating this particular boy? •••••••••• 





65. Put a check mark in one of the three spaces to the right 
that most correctly answers the following questions for you. 
Yes, regularly Yes, occasionally NO 
a. Do you smoke when 
you are alone? 
b. Do you smoke at 
home? 
c. Do you smoke at 
work? 
d. Do you snoke with 
the girls? 
e. Do you smoke on 
dates? 
f. Do you drink beer? 
g. Do you drink wit\e? 








Yes, regularly Yes, occasionally NO Do not 
write in 
i. Dc) you drink spaces. 
alcoholic drinks 
at home? 
j. Do you drink alcoholic 
drinks with the girls? 
k. Do you drink alcoholic 
drinks at work? 
- -
1. Do you drink alcoholic 
drinks on dates? 
m. Do you go to movies 
with your family? 
-
n. Do you go to movies 
with your girl 
friends? 
o. Do you go to the 
movies on dates? 
p. Do you buy popular 
records? 
q. Do you watch T.V.? __ 
r. Do you go to mixed 
parties? 
s. Do you attend out-
of-school club 
meetings? 
t. Do you attend 
parish socials? 
u. Do you attend 
socials at 
Longwood? 
v. Do you attend 
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